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Rubbermaid names Gault as
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
Stanley Gault, chair of the Board
ofTrustees at the College, was named
of Rubbermaid Inc. last Friday following the resignation of
Walter Williams. Williams was chair
and CEO of Rubbermaid.
. Gault, who was Rubbermaid chair
and CEO for 11 yean until retirement in 1991, will serve as an inin order to smooth the
terim
transition for newly elected ir
and CEO Wolfgang SchmitL The
co-ch-air

co-ch-air

co-cha-

logical successor to Williams,

X

u

Schmitt has served as president and

chief operating

officer

of

Rubbermaid since 1991.
Gault will fulfill his responsibilities as ir
of Rubbermaid in
addition to his activities at Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co., where he is
co-cha-

chairman and CEO.
Goodyear, in a news release, emphasized that Gault's new position
at Rubbermaid will not take any more
time than the board duties that Gault
has held at Rubbermaid since his
retirement in 1991.
Goodyear also stated that Gault
will not curtail his duties at the
company. It is unusual, although not unheard of for someone
tochair two major corporations, provided that it does not violate antitrust laws.
Harry Chapman, spokesperson for
tire-maki-

ng

Rubbermaid, explained that the
"strictly advisory" nature of Gault's

position

as

co-chairm-

of

an

Rubbermaid ensures that Gault will
be able to fulfill other responsibilities, such as his duties as chair of the
Board of Trustees at the College.

Supporting this was Goodyear

Manager of Public Affairs Walt
McClenny, who, after consulting
with Gault, confirmed that "Gault's
position at Rubbermaid will have
no impacton his responsibilities with
the Board of Trustees."
Although President Henry
Cope land mainly spoke to Gault in a
telephone conversation about an
unrelated matter, the two also

Recycling Club brought speakers
to Lowry Pit on November 16 and
17,as part of their Recycling Awareness Week.
Fred Cropp and Marilyn Loveless, professors of biology and ecology respectively, and Wooster
graduate and recycling coordinator
Jamie Sloan spoke on November
16. On November 17, Keith
Mesnew, the manager of Metallic
Recycling, spoke to the College.
Loveless spoke of the problems
in making people environmentally
aware. She stated that with all the
talk of "recycle, recycle, recycle,"
two very important components f
ecology have been missed: reducing waste and reusing. She also
spoke of the difficulty of getting
others into recycling without giving
them some sort of economic motive; therefore, recycling managers
must try to create a market for their
"product," recycling.
Sloan spoke next, first providing
the audience with a brief history of
recycling in Wayne County. In 1989
curb-sid- e
recycling for residents
within city limits was introduced.
When residents outside the city limproits showed interest, a drop-of- f
gram was introduced. Today, all
cities of Wayne County have both
curb-sid- e
and drop-of- f recycling.
According to Sloan, Wayne
County took these measures primarily because of House Bill 592, which

,
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Rubbermaid.
"Gault stated," Copeland said, that
he "will be spending the same amount
of time with the College."
Timothy Smucker, Emeritus Life
Trustee of the College and chairman
oftheJ.M Smucker Company, commented that Gault was asked to return to Rubbermaid in order to "assure the financial community" of the

see Gault on page 4
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cussed Gault's new position at

Recycling Club sponsors awareness days to enlighten students
NICOLE COWARD
Staff Writer

co-cha- ir

liJt
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Stanley Gault

Philosophy

kCj department
cuts
suffers

STEFAN A. BIELSKI

Staff Writer
Virtually ignored by the brouhaha

over the dance position cut, the Department of philosophy has suffered
Curits own dramatic cut of
rently at four full time positions, the
cut to three for next year has virtually required the vice president to
allocate a full year replacement for
academic years 1993-9- 4 and 1994-9- 5
or otherwise reduce the department to two positions as faculty
members take leaves.
For over a decade, up until the
1 990-- 9 1 academic year, the Philoso
phy department had fiveor six full
time positions The cut will make
Wooster's philosophy department
one quarter to one half smaller in

25.

v.

'

Bhaa hv PAUL BORDEN

Geology professor Fred Cropp participated la a Recycling Awareness program earlier this week
stated that every city must take steps
to create recycling programs. Many
misread this bill as a mandate, when
it is in fact simply a goal for those
trying to preserve the environment.
Lastly, on Monday, Cropp told
the audience that he was committed
to environmental issues aside from
recycling, such as mass extinction
and pollution problems.
Tuesday night Mesnew spoke on
different recycling and environmental concerns. After tracing the path

of a typical recycled material, Cropp
spoke of his feeling that not enough
tune is devoted to the ideas of reusing and reducing waste. When asked
for suggestions, students offered using the backs of paper for scratch
and eliminating the junk mail in the
mail room by using the bulletin
board.
Mesnew went on to describe how

Wayne County was able to play a
role in reducing waste and reusing
material. First, the county decided

faculty size than a0 other Great Lakes
College Association and Associated
Colleges of the Midwest schools,
including schools with fewer stu
dents.
The current fourth position has
been funded for several years by a
foundation grant and is expiring mis
year. The current request to maintain this position is one of eighteen

to place a $10 extra fee on businesses which had too much corrugated cardboard in its garbage. Second, the county outlawed lawn clippings as a kind of garbage. These
two changes alone, Mesnew told the
audience, amounted to a twenty percent annual impact on landfill.
requests the Education Policy
He also told the audience that not Committee(EPC)
received this year.
all recyclable materials are comis to replace retiring or leaving
This
pletely recyclable. Closed loop ma- faculty The EPC awarded six and a
terials are those that, after one half positions.
see Recycling on page 4
see. Philosophy on page 4
.
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MiddleEastpeace negptiator visits campus; says
progress7 m talks
'no
but
stalemate
'no
Lowry Center will begin to
enforce no loitering policy
CHRISTOPHER MYERS
Special to the Voice

LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-

ef

Responding to several incidences of loitering by
community students, the Lowry Center staff will be enforcing a longstanding policy against use of Lowry facilities by unauthorized individuals.
According to the policy, which has been in existence since 1972, only
certain people are authorized to take advantage of the Lowry Center
facilities. These individuals include students at the College of Wooster,
faculty and staff members and dependents of faculty and staff. Dependents between the ages of 14 and 19 are issued special identification
cards which give them access to all facilities. Dependents without cards
must be accompanied by their parents.
The Dolicy allows "community students." those people between the
ages of 14 and 19 who are not dependents of Wooster employees, to use
only selected facilities in Lowry. The regulation states: "Community
students who are not children of employees or guests of the College,
are expected to limit their use of Lowry Center to the snack bar for the
time needed to eat a snack or to the bookstore. AH other parts of the
building are off limits to them. We expect them to be able to 'walkthrough' the building, but not to "hang around.' The only exception to this
is their attendance at events to which the public is invited."
Bob Rodda, the director of Lowry Center, stated that the decision to
begin enforcing the policy resulted from problems that the night managers and members of campus security have experienced with high
school students abusing the privilege of being in Lowry Center. According to Rodda, there have been problems on evenings and weekends and
sometimes when city schools are not in session. "They come here
looking for their Friday night entertainment," stated Rodda. Last
weekend was especially bad, he added.
To enforce the policy, night managers and other Lowry Center staff
members have been instructed to begin to ask for identification cards if
they feel a group of students is misusing the right to be in Lowry.
According to Rodda. individual students are not likely to be asked to
show identification, but a laree erouo is. "It's a tiehtrooe." stated Rodda.
who said that he is not yet ready to begin posting guards at every door,
but who does want to ensure that college students are able to make use
of the building.
Rodda stressed that it is not an attempt to alienate the community as
a whole, since he does not feel it Ls a community problem. The problem
clearly is a high school juvenile issue at this point," he said, adding that
high school students are "becoming more and more visible."
If a College of Wooster student has a problem with a group of high
school students, he or she should contact the night manager, who can be
paged from the information desk. Once the night manager establishes
that a problem exists, he or she can ask for identification and can ask the
person or group causing the problem to leave. Security may be called
if the night manager deems it necessary. Rodda added that a college
student can call security directly, if he or she sees something "really
strange."
high-school-ag- ed

Spanish retreat proves successful
ALAN DENIRO
Staff Sri ter

A Jordanian delegate to the Middle East peace conference visited
the college last week and told students, "There is no stalemate, and
there is no progress" in the ongoing

talks.

Hassan Abu Nimeh, the Jordanian
ambassador to Italy, stopped in
Wooster Saturday evening, his final
stop in a tour of Ohio cities last
week.

Mr. Nimeh. one of 15 Jordanian
delegates to the peace conference,
said Jordan's objective in the talks is
an agreement among all Middle Eastern nations, not an exclusive settlement between Israel and Jordan.
"The idea is to have peace in the
entire region," he said. "A separate
Jordanian-Israe- li
peace will not help

anybody."
The ambassador said the talks seek

to establish "agreements,

co-

operation, and friendly relations like
those in Europe."
"security
He noted that
settlements"-su- ch
as arms control
or territorial agreements between
only tempoindividual nations-a-re
rary solutions to the problems of the
region.
borders
"If our aim is peace-op- en
there is no need
without tanks-th- en
for security settlements."
"We cannot deal only with the
symptoms of the problems." the
ambassador said. "Punishment only.
"People are not born terrorists; they
are not born criminals. We must
think of the problems behind this
violence and work to solve them."
The election of BiH Clinton will
probably have little effect on the
progress of the talks, Mr. Nimeh
said, but he added, "it's too early to
so-call- ed

.......

telL"

retreat.
The success of the retreat can perhaps best be demonstrated by the
diversity of experience of the participants. People that had been taking
Spanish for years were working side by side with individuals currently
taking Spanish 101. The Spanish program, in reaction to the very
positive responses of the retreat, are planning two more retreats for next
semester, along with Christmas caroling in Spanish at a local nursing
home. Any and all people are encouraged to participate in these events.

goodwill the peace process will
bring-- he
will essentially be forced
to be an advocate of peace among
the Arab nations," he said.
Nor has the election of Yitzhak
Rabin as Prime Minister of Israel
last summer had much effect on the
talks thus far, Mr. Nimeh said. But
an encouraging sign to the peace
delegates is that the new prime minister is supportive of their efforts,
unlike his predecessor, Yitzhak
Shamir.
"Shamir went reluctantly to the
peace talks," Mr. Nimeh said, "while
here we have an administration who
want to reach a peace settlement."
Nonetheless, the Rabin government is divided over the issue of
Israeli occupation of the West Bank,
and a peace accord is still far in the
future.
"They the Rabin government are
indeed committed to the peace process," Mr. Nimeh said. But they
alsahave a constituency which is
against peace, and they need time to
work" that out."
The ambassador outlined the major points of contention between Israel and the Arab nations. The first,
he said, is Israeli occupation of the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. He
called an Israeli withdrawal the
"main ingredient" in any compromise, insisting that Palestinians will
continue to rebel against the occupation oftheir territory until the issue is
settled.
"So long as there is occupation,"
Mr. Nimeh said, "you must expect
reactions like this violence to happen."
Second is the problem of the Is--
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Hie Aurora University

Semester in the

American West
Ifyou appreciate "hands on" experiential
learning and the drama and beauty of the
west tbe AU Semester in the American
West could be one of the most adverture-som- e
educational experiences ofyour life.
Consider;
travel-etud- y
A ek
semester of
college m the American West.
Up to four courses, 12 semester hour
credits. PuDy transferable. Meets
general education or major
reqwrem cuts.The education experience includes
camping, backpacking, climbing,
', ' horseback n3ing,-cros- s
country skiing,
"
canoeing; learning, teeing, doing.
The Rockies, tbe Pacific Northwest,
. ' the Southwest Jim U, museums,
monuments and National Parks.
Guided by "Man and His Land'
Expeditions in conjunction with tbe AU
Recreatioa Administration Department
-

tor

4 p.m. to

raeli settlers who are already living
on me West Bank. Those people, he
said, "cannot be forgotten," and their
fate is central to any agreement
reached by the Arab nations.
Third is the problem of Jerusalem.
Home to three of the world's major
religions, it has been contested terrain for so long that "nobody wants
to discuss it now. We all know that
the city is sacred to millions, but it
must be discussed in the final status"
of the talks, the ambassador said.
Finally, Israeli refugees must be
considered in any agreement. "Those
people must either be allowed to
remain or get fair compensation," he
said.
All these solutions, though painful and costly at the outset, will ultimately benefit Israel, Mr. Nimeh
said.
"Until now, Israel has been isolated in the region. We are trying to
accommodate Israel's security concerns in the fullest possible way.
"We need to reach the point where
the whole people of the region feel
that this is our region. We must
increase the number of people who
believe in that kind of agreement."
AmbassadorNimeh visit to Ohio
was sponsored by Notre Dame College.
Earlier in the week, the Ambassador spoke at the Cleveland and Toledo campuses of Notre Dame, and
to the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland.

10-w-

3 item . . . xfclitionri stent $1 JO
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Spanish is alive and thiriving on campus, as demonstrated by the
Spanish Retreat that took took place Sunday morning and afternoon in
various locations in Luce Hall.
students and the two faculty members that atTo the twenty-fiv- e
tended, it was considered a great success. As Raquel Barmejo, Spanish
Language Assistant in Luce, said, "Learning a language is not only
studying (the language)." Thus, the atmosphere at the retreat was
definitely a relaxed one, allowing participants to have fun while honing
skills; there were a variety of games, dances, and movies throughout the

"We don't think the peace talks
will receive less support than they
did under the Bush Administration.
"If President Clinton is a friend of
Israel-on- ce
he knows how much

cut at

.
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Semester II housing information

Public domain server has valuable updates

HOUSING OFFICE RELEASE

ACS RELEASE
Special to the Voice

During December, the Housing
Office will be completing housing

One server on campus you may want to log into from time to time is the Public Domain server under the ACS
Software Server Heading in the Network Services zone. Here, ACS puts copies of software intended for users on
campus to copy and use on their own personal computers.
There are two folders on this server right now that you should definitely check out One is a Microsoft Word
update.
In this folder is an updater program which will turn your copy of Microsoft Word 5.0 into version 5.0a. Version
5.0a corrects some minor bugs and there are also updated versions of the spelling and grammar checker there for
you to put on your own computer.
For those users who spend a lot of time on the network, there is a folder which contains updates for the Apple
Workstation software.
This is the software which lets you access all the servers and printers and whatever else is out there on the network.
The updated software improves the speed and efficiency of the log-i- n process, resulting in better use of the campus
network.
You'll also find a free screen saver there as well as updates to the SAM virus checker. Be sure to check the Public
Domain folder from time to time for more software updates you can take for free!

Study programs, returning from
-- absence, and for students
entering the College in January.
Every effort will be made to relocate
students presently living on campus
who have requested relocation for
Semester II. While the Housing Office cannot guarantee that all requests can be filled, it will make
every effort to do so.
Please remember that new policies for off campus living became
effective at the beginning of Semester I of the 1992-9- 3 academic year. A
limited number of off campus living

v
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assignments for Semester II for those
students returning from Off Campus
leaves-o- f

applications may be approved for
each year with priority given to seniors, then juniors. The number of
applications approved for 1992-9- 3
was 140. Since that number was
filled by the beginning of Semester
I, new approvals can be granted for
Semester II only if students presently living off campus graduate,
leave the College or move back into
College housing. The applicant must
be in good academic standing. First
year students and sophomores are
not eligible for this option. Students
with questions regarding Semester
II housing are encouraged to contact
the HousingOffice(x2498) to schedule a time to meet with Elizabeth
Rea, Housing Director .
--

-

Q

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
The holiday gift you can really use.

-

your folks a new Macintosh will help
you succeed today as well as tomorrow.
It shows you're thinking ahead.

Tell

An Apple Macintosh computer is the one holiday gift that will help

you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And thousands of software applications are
available to help you with any course you'll ever take. There's even
software that allows you to exchange information with computers running
S
or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible computer
you can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don't end when school
does the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use Macintosh
computers? So ask your Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which
Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list.
fps
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Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future, k

For further information contact
Chris Hamilton in Taylor Hall
Room 311 Ext 2245
C 1992

S
is a
Apple Computer, lnc Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh art registered trademarks of Apple Computer, lnc
registered trademark, and Windows a trademark, of Microsoft Corporation. 'Based on a surwy conducted by Computer Intelligence, 1991.
MS-DO-
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Recycling Club from front page

Philosophy from front page

FYS reviewed: 'People need to Philosophy students distraught
be more difficult
school
Professor Bell, Chair of
startgettingangryaboutthings, losophy
a
EPC
department, said
believes the
background.
a
essentially "it
"is
The purpose of First Year Seminar," according to Ralph Wiley,
in
go

out
to bring students to the point of production... so that when they
the world, they bring an awareness with them."
What kind of an awareness did this year's forum speakers bring? In
my opinion, only three of the speakers impacted the audience in a visible
way - Arthur Schlesinger, Ralph Wiley, and Barbara Ehrenreich. These
speakers succeeded in bringing out the most emotional responses from
the audience. Some listeners felt insulted or threatened, while others
insulted the speakers.
Arthur Schlesinger offended the audience primarily by forming his
speech practically verbatim from his book The Disuniting of America.
He also evaded questions without giving solid answers. However, many
of the questions posed to him were asked in such an insulting manner,
it would have been difficult to dignify them with a response anyway.
(Yes, this is a reference to the "How do you respond?" question).
Ralph Wiley scared many people. They were intimidated by his
accusations. A few felt it necessary to go up to the microphone and
proclaim they they were not racist and that they resent the implication
that they are. They even claimed that Wiley was saying negative things
about white people.
Yet white people have been saying "negative things" about other races
years. One hour of comments from Wiley should
for over
endure.
to
not be that hard
Another big complaint (and source of audience intimidation) was
Wiley's anger. What is wrong with anger so long as it is taken out on the
stage of Mc Gaw and not violently? People need to start getting angry
about things. His anger not only helped him to reach the audience, but
.
it is the energy with which he will get things accomplished.
On the same level, many men were offended by Ehrenreich's comments about men. They felt that by stating the fact that half of all fathers
have not changed a diaper was insulting and unfair to those who have.
A fact is a fact. If you, as a man, are among those who will change or
have changed a diaper, then her comments were not addressed directly
to you.
. ,
Ehrenreich did say that men generally should not congregate m large
groups without women present because bad things usually happen. This
comment is undeniably predjudiced, but once again, men get defensive
while women have been victims of sexism for centuries.
The issue of abortion was raised during the lectures of both Wiley and
Ehrenreich. Wiley addressed the women by saying "how dare you let
men make choices about your body? That is a form of enslavement."
In Ehrenreich's question and answer session, the issue was taken
down to a very personal leveL A student challenged her
stance and this student answered by calling her a murderer. This in itself
was insulting and not professional. However, Ehrenreich herself crossed
the boundaries of professionalism by saying she herself had had an

man, distraught over the decision,
remarked "if any member of the EPC
had a souL they would not have
made this decision." Seaman added
that if he knew the cuts were to occur
before he dec lared his major, he may
have not chosen philosophy.
Bell added. The students were
demoralizedJt has been three times
in a row that a request for a full time
position has been turned down."
Clark said the philosophy majors
drafted and presented a letter last
spring in support of the position.
Seaman, making reference to the
dance protest, said "What were we
at
going to do? Have a 'think-iGalpin?"
Former president of the College,
Howard F. Lowry, made the following renwk ma diapel talk on March
4.1963. "May I say in cold bkxxLJ
think the thing that I am most
ashamed of at the College is that we
are willing to give a B.A. degree to
people who have not had a year's
course in the history of philosophy.
I will never regard this as a distinguished institution until that defect
is corrected."

-

always filled.

The position eliminated was one
concentrating in ethics and race and
gender issues. The chairs of the
women's studies and black studies
departments strongly support the
filling of this position as they consider the philosophy department's
contributions to thier departments
essential. Bell said the department
must cut its contributions to interdepartmental programs such as black
studies, women's studies and First
Year Seminar. It will also cut the
applied ethics courses, such as legal,
medical and environmental ethics.
Junior Philosophy major Adam
Clark believes the cuts will hurt the
department and his education. Due
to the cuts, Clark feels less attention
will be devoted to his LS. and grad
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Gault to help with transition team at Rubbermaid

Finally, Mesnew encouraged recycling enthusiasts to put out the
recycling message. "You must keep
trying; recognition is important.
Keep pinning the message on the
bulletin board, but try to bring it out
more."

n

mis-

The corporation has earned a
widely recognizedreputation for
good corporate management. Goals
such as introducing a new product
daily have resulted in admirable sales

growth.
Compiled using information
The Beacon Journal, The
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Even with a new chairman and
CEO, Rubbermaid will uphold the
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Chef Salad & Soft Drink
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Caultfrom front page

Now, only 18 months later, Williams has cited "personal reasons"
for his resignation.

g
more glitz equals better. Excess
is a waste of time, money, and
our beautiful natural resources. He
urged the audience to tell ten others
about this problem in packaging.

ss. $3.75

14 7144
il-2s--

ob-tainedf-

r

Serving

please specify coupon when orderinc
one coupon per order
expires
NOT

book example.

use .can be recycled repeatedly. Examples of these are steel, tin, aluminum, glass, and some kinds of papercomputer paper, for example.
Open loop materials, on the other
hand, are those that are used and
recycled once but cannot be taken
again. Examples of these are newspaper that are made into anything
but newsprint; magazine paper, and
plastic.
Mesnew closed with his number
one "pet peeve": excess packaging.
culture has
Our visually-obsesse- d
led us to believe that bigger and

REGULAR CRUST OR PAN PIZZA

W7FRENCH BREAD OR CARUC TOAST

'

same business philosophy and
sion as before.

heard

3

PIZZAS

abortion.
Emotional response from an audience is good, as it can invoke action
and perhaps change. Yet, it is always important to separate what may be
personal anger from arbitrary reactions. It is more effective to listen to
new ideas and explain one's position than to insult others without being

company's stability and strength
during the transition.
Such a move has paid off. as the
price of Rubbermaid's stock has remained stable this week.
Rubbermaid's changes last Friday
have caught many by surprise, especially since many analysts had considered the transition of power in
1991 from Gault to Williams a text-

Recycling
message
needs to be

C

pro-aborti- on

intellectual.

have broad enough
phiHe
losophy department is "spread too
thin to do the quality job necessary."
Junior philosophy major Matt Sea-

ment are- already teaching "three
courses a semester and advising I.S.
students as an overload." He said
some classes, such as Logic already
have fifty places each and they are

two-hundr- ed

be-

will
cause he will

the Phithe
was tough
told him
year and tough decisions had to be
made." He added that the physics
department, which was in the same
position as philosophy, received its
request. Yet they had a lower teaching load and far fewer majors."
Bell said the faculty of the depart-

NINALANY
Staff Writer
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It 's all Greek to me - ZOF

Unusual economics course offered spring semester
CHRISTOPHER MYERS
and AMNA AHSANDDIN
Special to the Voice

study of German economics terminology. ;
Students last fall received one economics credit for the course, but it
did not count toward a credit in Ger-

The economics department is offering an unusual course this spring-- an
economics course taught entirely
in German.
Last fall, Dr. John Sell, professor
of economics, decided the economics department should join the other
departments offering classes in language skills related to international
business.

man.
Sell explained that the class was
not designed to be a language course
per se.Tm not qualified to teach a
German language course, he said.
"It was fundamentally Econ 101;
that's why it needed no EPC Educa-

-

I learned more by studying my notes.
It became difficult as we progressed
into the semester to combine the
lectures with the ideas that were
presented in our text The tests and
lectures were both in German," she
sakLTbe language study was so intense, in fact, that the class became

essentially untranslatable for
O'Brien.

"I don't really think I could tell
you much about economics in Entional Policies Committee apglish," she said. "I would suggest, if
proval.'
they offer it again, that they admit
Sell, who before last fall had never students who have already taken
His course, entitled
taught a course in German, was as(roughly, "busiEcon. 101.
sisted by Horst Kurz of the German
ness economics"), followed the stan"But it was a good experience,"
department. Kurz attended every O'Brien said. "Very challenging,
dard Economics 101 syllabus, exsession and served as a language
cept that it wasn't taught in English.
but fun."
"We spoke not a drop of English in advisor to the class.
Sell said he tried to compensate
Sell himself has spent considerable
this course," Sell said. It was strictly
for the varying backgrounds of the
time in Germany. His senior year of students in the class.
German from day one.
"I think it went well," he said.
The French and Spanish de- undergraduate study was at the University of Cologne, and he traveled
partments both offer commercial lan"The content is fundamentally the
guage courses. It provides a way for during the summer of 1990 visiting same, but the background of people
German business firms, studying the in this class is different from those
their majors to acquire some comlanguage and economy of the counmercial experience.
who would normally take a fundatry.
"I thought German was especially
mentals class."
Surprisingly, Sell receives no comimportant, with the opening of east-e"There was a greater disparity
Europe and the significance of pensation for teaching the class. "I among the students as far as backdo it as an overload," he said. "I do it grounds in economics and I took
German in the world of business
because I want to do it"
today, he said.
that into account. The grades they
Of the seven students in the class got were the grades I think they
Volkswirtschaftslchre was feawould have received in my English
tured last year on a syndicated news last fall, three were economics mashow on National Public Radio,. Sell jors. Among the other four, one was Econ 101. class."
.said, tte .class.. wa. oncQf. only a i a German studies'major; the Test had
Sell said the course wasiiisiswt for
handful of "commercial language" ' jrujcrangmgjrprrrgfish to comitfqre than just tbe;lapgtiage skills it
munications. The students were adcourses offered in the country.
fostered or the economics background it presented.
"It's unusual for any degree, he vised to have at least
said. "The only time you will find a proficiency in German before en"I don't think it's strictly for those
rolling in the course. Betsy O'Brien, going into business. It helps those
course like this is in graduate school.
A few grad schools are beginning to a junior communications major who going into the Peace Corps, in inter-- ;
took four years of German in high national relation
number of
do this."
The class was also featured in The school and one year at Wooster, was areas."
approached by her German profes"It also makes for a good resumeV
Daily Record and in campus newshe said. "It displays some initiapapers nationwide. The Loyola at sor about the course.
"I was asked to be in the class, so tive." Volkswinschctftslehrevtillut
Mary Mount University in Los Antaught by Sell again in the spring
geles called the course a "double-whamm- y I felt it was an honor," O'Brien said.
"We had an English textbook, but semester.
because of its intensive .
Volk-swirtschaftsle-

hre

"

m

;

This week I want to bring to light
Zeta Phi Gamma. Commonly stereotyped as the "athletic club" on
campus, his true that the Zetas can
be found on the soccer, basketball,
lacrosse,field hockey,
track, swim teams, and trainer staff.
The roles they fulfill on these teams are integral to their membership,
but these women offer far more to the entire college community in social.
academic, and leadership roles.
Socially, the Zetas are the assistant directors of Holden and Wagner, an
editor of the "Goliard," Assistant Editor of the "Artful Dodge," parts of
Act Up, a sports writer for the Daily Record, party assistants, the manager
of Scot Lanes, a security officer, S.O.C., S.A.B., the senior crew member
at the Underground, in the Wooster Symphony Orchestra, part of the
Gospel Choir, the assistant box office manager for the Ohio Light Opera,
in the Wooster Chorus, athletic trainers, bookstore employees, the Vice
President of LC.C. and the chair of the Judicial Board.
These positions are integrated into the entire social running and evolu
tion of our campus lives. Without these women participating in these
multiple extracurricular roles, our social lives would be terribly hindered.
On the academic front Zetas are involved as tutors for biology, chem
istry, psychology, and also they have been involved with the National
Science Foundation Summer Research Program.
The Companion program, acting as teaching assistants, swimming
instructors, eivine Art lessons, leading tours of the campus, swim team
coach at the YMCA, working as the senior consultant at the Computer
Center, becoming a science student mentor, giving campus tours to
prospective students, and working with the Student Alumni Association
are just a few more of the ways that Zeta Phi Gamma is working at
providing continuing education to the College of Wooster campus.
Looking even more closely at the Zetas we tind that they had the hignest
GP.A. of all clubs last semester as well as claiming last year's valedictorian. The Zetas are definately academically oriented.
Finally, the Zetas are Filling many leadership positions on campus.
cross-countr- y,

'.

president of CuxleKlnteniauonal and the Chair of meJudicialBoard. For
service projects Hit Zetayare far from Jacking.. They are involved with
Boys Village, Every Woman's House, Teen Mom Program, Perkey's
World of Children and Planned Parenthood. Zeta members are even
responsible for putting out the SA.B. toilet paper and the campus

.

fifth-semest-

er

s--any

Wooster, then and now.
ZACHVFTTIFUX
Staff Writer
Tomorrow morning, approximately
,800 people will wake up, eat breakfast and head over to the gym to
register for classes for next semester. Each one of them will be carrying a small colored card filled with
seemingly meaningless numbers.
This is registration at Wooster today. It involves the use of a large
arena, with departmental tables that
each student visits to receive bar
code labels. The bar codes are read
by a computer, the student is handed
a schedule and they are on their way.
But it has not always been like this.
Many years ago, long before the
dawn of the computers, registration
was not so easy. Students used cards
and an arena, like they do now, but
instead of receiving bar code labels,
they would receive a rubber stamp
from the departmental representative.
After visiting the arena, course
numbers would have to copied by
1

. .

hand from the card onto schedules
and professor's rolls that were than
distributed via mail.
This process, while allowing students the flexibility of an arena style,

resulted in many errors. Course numbers had to be carefully copied onto
schedules and lists, and it didn't take
much for a student, faculty member
or employee to accidentally skip to
the wrong line, placing that student
in the wrong place.
Adddrop periods were heavily

used not only for students who

changed their mind but simply to
correct errors.
In the late 80s, computers changed
this process. At first the entire arena

process was dropped. Students
marked their course preferences,
along with one alternate for each

bubble
time on a computer-readabl- e
sheet. These were than processed
through the computer as batch.
While this alleviated many of the
paperwork headaches and clerical
errors, there was only room on the
sheet for one alternate. If both courses

publication distribution.
All these positions that the Zeta membership fulfills on campus are
important for our mutual benefit as Greeks, Independents, and those
within the college community.
The Zetas are far more than athletes, they are true assets to the College
of Wooster community. For the Zetas, two snaps up and a circle!

Fun with your phone

Registration
were full, the student wouldn't even
know for a week or more, when
schedules could be mailed.
In the words of Registrar Glenn
Davis, "It made it difficult for students to come out of that process
with a full load."
To solve this problem, in the 1990-9- 1
academic year, the College decided to move back to the arena
style, while keeping the computers.
This resulted in the bar code system
that we use today.
By using bar codes, errors associated with the old arena style are
eliminated. And by keeping the
arena, each student can at least come
out with some courses. The add
drop period can be used to straighten
out any changes, but it is not so
heavily depended on.
By scanning the bar code into a
computer, students can instantly see
their schedules before leaving the
arena. They will know if there is a
mistake, and they have plenty of
time to look into it before the start of
the next semester.

Ifyou live on campus there area couple of features on your
phone that you may not be aware of. , ,;, ,';, ;,
,

makes a beeping sound while
you're talking on the phone. When you hear the sound press
the receiver and release it, then diar 106; .The second party
will then be on the line. After you finish talking to the second
party, press the receiver again and you will automatically be
connected to the party, ; with whom you, were originally
Call-Waitin- g:

i

Call-Waiti- ng

Three-Wa- y
CalUngi For onampus call with three parties, call a friend, ask that person to hold on, push down on
the receiveronceand listen for a dial tone Then dial the third
party's number. When the third party picks up, dick the;
receiver over to the second party(who is, waiting) and all
three of ;pu will
Star St When you are trying to reach 'someone, but that
person is on the other line, you can use, star 5- - Once you;
realize the person you are trying to reach is on the other line ,
(by either a busy signal or a shortened ring), push the,
receiver once, dial 5 and the extension you Just called. Then
hang up. When that person gets off the phone, the phone will
ring three times on your end. By picking up the phone, the,
service will automatically dial the the original party.
Account Information: To check yourAT&Tphone bill, dial ,
1
and have your personal account number
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It's almost winter. .
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What do you do with a major in. .

9

Chemistry
EMILY SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
The answer is, it seems, more than one might
think. Yes, you can enter into the fields of medi- -.

cine, human and veterinary. Of course, you can
also attend graduate school to earn a doctorate
(PhD.) and teach at the college level and either of
those (medicine or researchteaching) is what the
majority of Wooster chemistry majors do.
Junior chemistry major Megan Hout plans to
attend medical school and specialize in obstetrics
gynecology. She originally intended, in light of
the fact that she would be attending a liberal arts
school, to do a double major in chemistry and
English, but she decided that She'd be crazy to
do a double major!"
When asked about the widespread idea that
biology is a more suitable major for medical school

in any other major, so that while majors in the humanities (such as English) or social sciences (such as
sociology or political science) may appear to be more

"open," chemistry majors have numerous options.
As far as .disciplines within chemistry are concerned, students interests may lead them to graduate
school concentrations in chemical physics, geochemistry, oceanography, environmental chemistry, biochemistry, neurochemistry and pharmacology. Industry and business are always looking for "a few
good chemists," as are industrial and institutional
laboratories. And with the growing need for health
care, there is room in that realm as well.
There may be chemistry majors who do not go to
graduate school, but they will by no means be out of a
job. These people have found their places in sales for
pharmaceutical companies, marketing and market reschools
medical
most
that
hopefuls, Hout points out
search, information systems, personnel and technical
actually require two college years of chemistry,
writing.
chemone of biology and one of physics, making
Majors should, in addition, never overlook the posmajor.
a
istry just as suitable
sibility of teaching high school chemistry, or elemenOn the topic of chemistry versus biology as a
school science. This sometimes, though not
tary
chair
Borders,
major, Charles
requires a teaching certificate andor a master's
ways,
al
that
believes
Chemistry,
of
Department
the
of
level.
though not a PhX). at the
degree,
students should major in "whatever they enjoy."
chemisfor
world"
in
"real
the
market
the
as
far
As
Either is suitable.
track is try majors is concerned. Borders says it "wafts and
On the Ph.D,college professor-to-b-e
wanes," but that the outlook is fairly good.
in a
interested,
senior Johanna Salmon, who is
- Salmon was " - ' Incidentally, the Department of Chemistry has subchemistry.environmental
in
Career
mitted to the Board of Trustees plans for a proposed
fortunate; she tea knOwlr since the tenth grade that
and renovation of Severance, the chemistry
expansion
career.
chemistry
she desired a
The College chemistry department, however, building, so prospective majors can look forward to
new and better facilities. The expansion is set to begin
has specific course suggestions for those undeonce funding is secured, and the chemistry department
biology.
and
chemistry
between
cided
promises the building project will improve upon the
for
paths
Besides the more "typical" career
ot the department.
majors, there are nearly as many other options as already
pre-medical-sc- hool

pre-colle- ge

...

-

pfeoto by PAUL BORDEN

Wooster students enjoy the fall weather on campus. As Thanksgiving
Break draws near, it is clear that winter is not far behind.

ISA country profile: Peru
CHRIS MAHER
Special to the Voice

Geography - Peru is the third largest country in South America. Only

Argentina and Brazil are larger. It is
located on the west coast of South
America along the South Pacific
Ocean.
Climate -- The climate ranges from
a large desert strip (one of the driest
d
in the world) to the
Andes Mountains to the rain forests
and thick jungles of the East
People- - Peru has a population of
ofwhom
abouizl million,
are inhabitants of urban areas. Lima
is the capital of Peru. Almost one
half of Peruvians are of Indian
descent while anpercentage
large
of the popuother
lation are called mestizos (a mixture
of Spaniards and Indians). People of
unmixed white ancestry constitute
only ten percent of the population.
Spanish and Quechua (the language
of the Incas) are the official lansnow-cappe-

two-thir-

ds

(Native-P-

eruvian?)

guages-

.

Economy- - harming is tne cmei

occupation in Peru. Coffee, cotton,
sugar cane and bananas are Peru's
largest exports agriculturally.
Peru is also one of the world's
most important producers of copper, lead, silver and zinc in the mining industry and is one of the leading
fishing exporters in the world, leading the world in exportation of fish
meal.
History- - Historians estimate that
the history of Peru is about 12 thousand years old. The Chavin Indians
and the Incas dominated early Peruvian culture until the mid-- 1 5 20s when

Spanish invaders conquered the
Incan empire and exploited the land
and its people. The Spanish empire
in Peru finally crumbled in 1826.
Since then the Peruvians have had
11 constitutions.
country ofPeru
Government-Th- e
is currently in a state of martial law.
The president, Alberto Fujiumori,
has recently placed the entire Congress under arrest and assumed total
control

of the government. The gov-

ernment is still officially a democ
racy under a state of emergency.

SELL TRIPS, EARN
Spring break '93
CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Ski packages also available. CALL
1-800-64-

8-4849.

high-quali- ty

S7"j

Earn $10.00 per
hour working on

campus in your
spare time. Management company requires campus representatives to aid in
recruiting. Contact
Paul Evans at
for more
information
(614)-538-76-

65

STUDY ABROAD
IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester,
year, graduate, summer,
and internship programs in
Australia. We represent 28
Australian Universities.
e
Call us
toll-fre-

Mondays in
November:
Buy one get one
free!!
Mondays 5:00 to
10:00 p.m.
Good through
November only.
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My friend flew in from Detroit
last night on the five ajn commuter
flight He was heavily drugged and
appeared the worse for the wear. I
was happy he arrived safely.
"Man, you should have been
there," he said. The streets are in
open revolution
and it's the cops
this time.. There's no more rules,
' man, just a
bunch of freaks in ripped
blue suits marauding the streets between the hours of midnight and 4
mauling and savaging anything that
gets in their paths."
I nodded in agreement Now is
not a good time to be arrested in
Detroit or in anv ma tor citv for that
matter. Fifteen hard years of dangerous work and chronic cocaine use has
snapped the will to live of many once fine othcers of the law. And trough
policemen forming bands and then
the thought of crazed and
roaming the streets in the manner of Attiia's Huns is both a questionable and
distressing thought to most of us, my mend obviously believed he was on
to some thing.
But before I could question him further on his findings he collapsed into
another seizure. The poor geek was in bad shape, bleeding from a cut under
one eye ana wun a weiru- - snapeu laceration on ms ieii ioreann mai nc swore
was from an accident in the airplane lavatory but which bore an eerie
resemblance to human teethmarks. Careful not to get any Mood on my own
clothes, I dragged him through the twisted labyrinth of perpetual reconstruction that is Johns Hopkins International Airport We almost made it In the
end one of the information desk workers became nervous at the sight of my
friend's broken and battered body and called airport security. Careful again
to keep my friend's vital fluids off of my shirt I deposited him in the nearest
ladies room, robbed him of his wallet, and fled out of the concourse.
We were having breakfast a few days later when my phone rang. "Hello?"
"It's me," said the deranged voice, I'm at something called Lowry Center
on 'Beel Avenue. I'll be right down."
"Not me," I said and then paused. "Wait 15 minutes and then come down.
I have company. Hold tight and don't talk to anyone."
Fifteen minutes passed and my door came alive with sharp sounds of
knocking and the bellowing of a ripped cow.
"Glad you could come," I said. How did you find me?"
"Oh that." he said laughing. "I called your office. Your editors told me
where you were. Man, let me tell you, they are no friends of yours. Some
guy named Grindell or Grindle or something told me to tell you if you don't
report to him by 9 un. this rriorning you are finished in the newspaper
business forever."
"Never mind that" I said, "what now?"
"Oh nothing. I just stopped in on my way south. Willy has put out the call
forualified and ethical persons to be in his cabinet I got my notice last
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He showed me the memo, a quick handwritten job with special instructions to write the word Barbaroosa in large letter on the outside of the
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see Jemme on page 8

In the Glare of the Spotlight
It's been two

stress-packe- d,

sleep-depriv-

ed

weeks since The Election
(which merits capitals due to its
... ,.
mm..m m i j,
h
lengthy period of unquestioned
dominance in the thoughts and conS
o
versations of media types, political
science majors, and others). In this
time I've noticed two changes in my
main link to the ootsideworkW 77te-N- ew
One; it's gotten
shorter. Two, the focus has shifted
dramatically.
I
I
Clinton gets the front page to himself, and President Bush is demoted
to somewhere around page A10.
The country's attention is firmly
on Bill Clinton now. Evervthine he
does is watched closely, whether it's appointing a transition team or giving
a press conference. People want answers about what's going to change after
January 20, and what isn't So far, it looks like a lot probably is.
The culture of the White House will certainly change. The Clinton
crowd's partiality to academia and the arts has been compared to the JFK
administration, as has the upcoming shift in generation and party. Bill
d
approach to governing in sharp
Clinton favors a hands-ocontrast with his immediate predecessors. Bush and Reagan. Hillary Clinton
is likely to redefine the role of the First Lady through her independence and
i

Artt A Kmtortmtmmeni EdUor

;

York-Time-

I

s.

Soon-to-be-Presid-

ent

n,

'J

detail-oriente-

activism.
Even the animal com ponent of the White House will change. The newFirst
feline named Socks.
Pet will be a
On the policymaking side of things, the working relationship between the
President and Congress hopefully will change for the better. Maybe they'll
move beyond the familiar pattern of: 1) Congress passes a piece of legislation (if it doesn't die a slow and painful death in committee somewhere); 2)
President vetoes it; 3) Congress can't override veto; 4) President and
Congress trash each other's reputations, as if they weren't bad enough
already, and not much gets done.
Simultaneous control of the executive and legislative branches places an
awesome burden of responsibility on the Democratic Party, however. When
something goes wrong, there won't be anyone convenient to blame.
appointments promise to bring more new develClinton's Cabinet-levopments. For instance, Robert Reich, a Harvard professor and prime
contender for a major economic post favors taking steps toward a national
a phrase that Bush and followers could never utter
industrial policy ,
without choking on it The belief of many Clintonites in the possibility of
government acting as a benevolent agent of change is about to be tested
severely. The results should be extremely interesting.
Clinton's proposal to end the ban on gays in the military is an encouraging
sign of a more tolerant and progressive social policy. If he stands up for the
idea in the face of strong opposition from top brass, it will be an even better
sign. This is yet to be seen.
George Bush is still officially in charge, but the attention and expectations
of the nation are fixed on Clinton like the blinding glare of a giant spotlight
Meanwhile, Bush is hidden among the shadows, free to go fishing and
golfing to his heart's content It's worth asking which is the more enviable
position.
black-and-whi-

te

el

.
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Jean from page 7
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'Jim went nuts again' Tree

envelope.

to the boss.
That's a special code," be said. " It insures a direct delivery
like
swarming
their
t3od,
chair.
his
in
back
"He laughed wildly and leaned

rats in Washington. Willy's going there himself this week to check out the
action."
He reached inio his pocket and pulled out a myaerious looking pipe carved
in the shape of a harpooned whale. He lit it and took a hit before continuing.
"According to my source. Bush is in seclusion and his Lithium dosage has
doubled in the last week. Nobody talks to him and they say there's an eerie hush
in the big house just the quiet click of telephones being disconnected, the hum
of laser printers mass generating resumes and cover letters and the sound of the
White House paper shredder bang worked overtime. But I admit that overall
it's pitifuL The President put it all on the line for his friends and business
associates and now they're treating him like the town leper."
"Yeah, it's pathetic, I said. "Even GoJdwater came out Wednesday to call
campaign a sham and then he denounced Bush's
the President's
of fools and drunkards."
bunch
a
as
advisors
and
friends
My friend nodded. "I heard that report too. When Baker got wind of it he
went on a rampage. My source says that people went into hiding when he
charged down the West corridor like a rogue bull elephant gone mad on
rotten fruiL
It lasted for about fifteen minutes and then the boss came out of his office
and calmed him down. They talked quietly for about two minutes and then
suddenly Jim went nuts again. My source says he jumped the boss and
wrestled him to the ground. The S.S. boys then hustled everyone out of the
room so my source didn't see what happened nexL But a little while later
he called me and told me that he saw Baker being taken away on a backboard
and wearing what looked like a neck brace."
"When do you leave for D.C.?" I asked.
"Tomorrow morning. I've got a business associate meeting me here.
We're travelling together. A Dr. DF. Shapinsky, ya know him?"
"Not even vaguely," I said. "Have fun."
"Come," he gestured, "I depart at dawn tomorrow and I have little
motivation to see the sun rise clearly."
re-elect- ion

What ever happened . . . ?
What ever happened to the good
ole days?!
You know when you could walk
the College of Wooster campus free
of worrv about vour head setting
bashed in. Wooster used to make folks from the "big city" feel like we can
leave our doors open (which I did until a friend who works security, called
meat about 2:00 a.m. and told me to be careful of burglars), leave my books
in the library (without them being stolen) , or leave my book bag in Lowry
Pit Now we have these "pseudo urban terrorists" making me homesick.
Ahhh! the late 1980's when life was simpler and safer.
Quad after just
I remember when I traipsed across a soggy, swamp-lik- e
Seminar paper at 3:38 ajn. What reason could the
completing a First-YeAcademic (yeah right!) Computing Center have for closing at midnight? I
mean really! It is ridiculous that there is noplace on campus lo study after
midnight! Library, nope! Lowry, nope! Certainly not our rooms or our
small program houses.
There was a sense of accomplishment afterwards when you finally tucked
yourself in at 5: 12 in the morning and missed seminar but turned your paper
in after lunch. Now is that too much to ask for? The college still requires
as to do Senior LS.'s but they find it prudent to make one of our most
necessary resources, A.CS ., being available for about 20 hours a week less
than the year we came in. Explain this to me.
What ever happened to the excitement over getting a caron campus? Your
first year all you dream about is next year when you 11 have a car on campus.
You get your car sophomore year and you can park anywhere. Today in the
sclxxa year, we h
Fan SOTester of the 1992-19are visiting they may
to park on campus (If not or if our
get their car impounded for parking in front of our house for 5 minutes! ) and
are not even guaranteed a parking spot. It's simple math if you have 600
students with cars and you get rid of 20 of ourparking spaces, knowing that
the chance that students will have cars increases as each semester passes, we
are paying the College have our cars towed, impounded, ticketed to death
with an official "College of Wooster Parking Thing" on our rear view
ar

&

great-grandpare-

nts

mirrors.
I would get into the "F from "NC thing but I think it's probably been
previously overblown and I really don't understand why their ever was a
work.
grade for those of us who did below
"No-Credi- t"

D-Aver- age

See Thompson on page 9

Utter

freak speaks Lambda

I would like to open this letter
with a thank you to the campus

recycling program for their solid
efforts throughout the school year
and for their compassion that they
carry out every day of their lives.
It is unfortunate, yet entirely understandable, that we need to have
Recycling Awareness Days and not
Recycling Awareness Lifetimes.
We are all members of an educational, and therefore supposedly
learned, community which in turn
is a microcosm of the global community in which we all live and
love.
It is sickening and shameful that
we as a people have "evolved" so
far away from the basic concept of
our dependence on and cohabitation with all other life forms and this
planet.

Today I had to chase down a student who threw a thick, glossy catalogue to the ground on his way to
Kauke and never even broke bis
stride; as if he had only just spat into
the air. As I returned his waste to
him he and his friends shot me a
freak" look and continued on their merry way.
When will our brothers and sisters, although I hesitate to give the
above mentioned men so much respect, wake up and realize that we
all share a common heritage, a common planet, a common future? Tonight, despite my rage and frustration, I will join my Mother Earth,
my sisters and brothers, and especially the spirits of the three men's
future children, in sorrow and mourn
for their naivete.
Richard Davis, junior
"tree-huggi-

ng

Utter

Republicans on campus
must make views heard
Dear Editor
I am writing in response to the
"Special Election Issue," November 3, of The Voice. As a staunch
Republican supporter I can identify
with Ryan Burgess comments on
being "constantly challenge" on
this campus and forced to "question
everything" his professors say. For
four years I, too, have been a conservative minority on this liberal
campus. Nonetheless, I enjoy debating the issues with my classmates and professors. As a communications student I have shared
countless conversations with Professor Eric Metcalf on the issues
and the campaign. Although I
strongly disagreed with his article
"The Regime Falls" and believe that
Clinton running our country will
prove to be a tragic mistake, it was
a valid piece of political commentary.
However, another communications professor should
re-exam- ine

his addition to the "Special Election
Issue." Professor Kelly Coyle's
paragraph in "Faculty Responses"
was personality degrading and destructive. He was unable to focus
on the issues in order to lambaste
President George Bush, so instead
he personally attacked me and the
other Republicans on this campus. I
feel it was irresponsible for Coyle
to attack students in such a personal
way. Of course The Voice printed
his response in their constant quest
for fuel for the C.O.W. liberal fire.
Even if Coyle's generalizations were
meant to be humorous, he should
realize that some students found his
remarks to be insulting and blasphemous.
I encourage other Republicans
on this campus to make their views
heard. It is important that we do not
allow the liberal masses roaming
the College of Wooster to continue
mislabeling and misrepresenting us.
Ali Hummel, senior

Utter

Athletes' work is more than 'petty'
I was reading The Wooster Voice
last Friday, as I usually do to see
what is happening around campus.
As I glanced through the paper 1
finally reached page 7 of the Voice
(November 13th issue) where the

article, "Our Petty Grievances" was
located. As I went through this article. I thought that it would be another attempt to put some comedy
into the paper, but I found some of
the remarks to be pathetic.
I am very tired of the petty attacks
on the Women's Volleyball team, as
well as the Football team at The
College of Wooster. These athletes
invest numerous hours in their sport

and sacrifice manv mines inorder to
participate in these activities at
wooster.
It is frustrating enough when the
season for each team does not live
op to their expectations and they do
not need any cheap and "petty" remarks from any writer who does not
know the degree of pain and
frustation that each team endured.
You may have intended this article to be amusing for its readers,
but I found this article to be in bad
taste and I certainly hope that this
type of journalism is not present in
The Voice in the near future.
Wayne Davis, junior

Wooster

will not

ignore
hate mail
Last Tuesday, a sign appeared in
the Lowry spiral staircase entitled
"Hate Crimes at Wooster?!" which

advertised the meeting of Lambda
Wooster that evening. This sign was
part of Lambda's effort to deal with
a series of anonyous letters sent
through campus mail to two members of Wooster's gay community.
When you saw it, did you stop to
wonder what it was referring to?What
hate crimes? Against whom? Who
might be doing it? Were you angry?
Shocked? Apathetic? Amused?
The letters themselves are a sort of
enigma: daily anonymous letters
afew sentences long, scrawled in blue
pen and poody spelled, with messages attempting to to make their

targets feel watched, intimidated, and
thretened into staying closeted. They
range from absurd claims about gays
causing AIDS, to threats of violence
if we continue to demand our civil

rights.

They are usually signed

"Queer Killers" as if they are written
by a group of bigots, though they
could be authored by just one person
trying to appear more organized and

formidable.
The reactions among the gay community have been vaned. A reaction many of us have had is anger
that someone with whom we share a
college campus would resort to such
cowardly expressions of theor bigotry. Some of us, up to now untouched by hate crimes, have reacted
with the shock of suddenly realizing
that overt hate and prejudice are
present at Wooster, as they are elsewhere around the counry.
If the writerts of these letters intended to silence gay people on campus, they have failed miserably.
Two students have stated that this
series of incidents, and the passage
legislation in Colorado
of anti-ga- y
and Tampa, Florida, have only encouraged them to be more open about
their sexual identities.
As lesbian, gay, bisexual and heterosexual individuals who affirm
human rights for all people, we decided to write this letter to The Voice
simply to inform the campus of these
recent acts of intolerance and hate.
We refuse to be inrirriidated and we
will not be silenced.
Anyone who may have information pertaining to these letters or
who may be experiencing similar
threats should contact the Dean of
Students Office or Deb Hilty, the
secretary of the college.
Lambda Wooster
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Time out! The
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get-alon- g

I never did care much for Bill
Clinton. He embodies everything
that I've grown to dislike in a politi
cal figure. First, he's a Democrat. Second,

mm iHtvmwitmii

On this campus, time is a four-lettword, one which no one around
here seems to have any respect for.
We students are the worst. We
show up late for classes all the time.
If professors waited until every student who was coming to class on a
given day actually showed up, they
would have to start each class at 10
minutes past the hour, rather than on
the hour.
But that's not to say that professors are innocent in this. How many
er

students have had their advisors show

up late to LS. appointments? Or
forget to show up at all? And, some
professors have chronic lateness
problems which rival those of their
students.
I think, however, that this goes
beyond individual behaviors. The
entire institution seems to be caught
in some sort of time warp. Have you

ever considered that none of the
clocks in Lowry ever have the correct time on them? Not only are they
different from every other clock on
campus, but they're different from
each other as well. And, if I read the
clocks, it appears that I am able to
make it from Lowry to Kauke in
negative time.
As busy as we all are, especially
now that the semester is winding
down, we need to have more respect
for each other's time. Some handy
tips:

. 1) Don't tell someone you're going to meet them at a certain time if
you intend to arrive IS minutes late.
That's IS minutes more sleep or IS
minutes more work that person could
accomplish.
2) Recognize that your work is no
more valuable than anyone else's.
Just because something doesn'tseem
that important to you doesn't mean
it's not important to someone else.
3) Call if you're going to be more
than a few minutes late. The only
thing worse than waiting for someone to arrive is wondering whether
or not they remember they're supposed to meet you.
4) If you know you don't have
time to do something, don't agree to
a
doit You'll only end up doing
lame job and making more work
later for someone else who probably
doesn't have any more time than you
do.
5) Don't plug your clock into the
outlet in your room that's affected
by the hourly power surge, you'll
just get confused.
6) Get to classes and meetings on
time, and encourage your professors
to do the same. After alL we are here
to learn, and I would like to get my
$18,600 worth of information.
Oh, and I think we all need to
convince whoever's in charge of
these things to fix the clocks in
Lowry. Considering the fact that
almost everyone is in Lowry at some
point during the day, Ithinkitis only
fair.

he's a

pro-choic-

Democrat

e

Democrat I could go on forever, but I
Third, he's a moderate,
think that you've caught my point Being a strongly conservative Republican and noted BushQuayle backer whose dream is to work for Pennsylvania
Republican Senator Arlen Specter in the summer, you can see why I feel this
way.
pro-choi- ce

President-basi- c
Notonlydothe
philo-ence- s,
Elect and I share
I nei-th- e
sophical differ-ththe
like
trust
nor
neither
shifty,
like nor trust
slick soon to be shifty, slick soon to be
respect the
However, I do
However, do all.goingtobe
man. He is, after
respect the man.
President of
the
If for no other
theUnited States.
should gamer
reason, the man
the proper amount of respect for being elected by his peers to the most
powerful, influential governmental position our country possesses.
Although I doubted the man every step of the way through his campaign
beginning with his loss in New Hampshire to allegations of marital infidelI now stand completely in support of
and
ity,
him. He truly is the "Comeback Kid" 1 haven't seen a man take so many
punches on the chin since a Gerry Cooney fight The only difference
between Cooney and Clinton, however, is that Clinton is still standing, and
er

ex-Gover- nor,

ex-Govern- or,

I

forty-seco-

nd

drug-takin- g,

draft-dodgin-g,

he's standing very tall.

In his concession statement made on Election Night
Quayle said, "If he runs the country as well as he ran the campaign, we'll be
Vice-Preside-

nt

alright"

I agree with this statement 100 percent Even though Clinton was not my
choice, the man is going to be President regardless. I now support him, and
I urge all others to do the same.
.

Thompson from page 8

First Year forums have also changed. In my forum series we talked about
trees and liked it dammit! What ever happened to those good ole days?
I was excited when I heard the college was getting a new dormitory and
I expected a veritable castle of a dormitory given the budget But we got "it"
instead, every architects or urban planner's nightmare. It's been a couple of
years, I wonder how the windows are? You figured that maybe they would
learn from this mistake and renovate Kenarden, in a modern, but still
dormitory like manner. Well... Idunno.. It sorta looks like a hotel or
something. No offense.
.
Where are R.B.I. and John Elway's QB and what with the T.V. in the
bowling alley now? We can't have the T.V. wars anymore downstairs
Lowry where two different groups of people are watching the exact same
thing about 15 feet from one another and won't let anyone watch something
different and then you could get the Lowry Student Manager to make them
change the channel and go to the other side, providing the Manager wanted
to watch your show.
d
or something,
I guess I'm a nostalgia freak or out of touch, or
but fmiss the things that I grew so accustomed to. Well at least the ele vator
in the Library is able to be used by us mortals now. I still am self conscience
about riding in it especially riding past the circulation desk. I fight the urge
to dive in the comer for risk of being seen by one our terrifying library
A stinking elevator for four hours
assistants. I guess that's my trade-ofa night of Computer Center time lost hundreds of dollars in parking tickets
and fines, listening to people belly --ache about forums, a brand new having
of a historic dormitory,
of a building, the
worst of all (sob!) no John
and
library,
to liberate magazines from the
Elway's Quarterback to swallow 20 dollars of my money. I almost
transferred when I found out about that football game I was missing.
I'd say it was an even swap.
m

out-date-

f.

sore-thum-b"

Tlie staff oi The Wooster
Voice .vishes everyone a
Zappy Thanksgiving
--

Without our prejudices

There's been much talk of late about liberal bias or conservative bias in
the College press. And I can't condone any blatant attempt by the editorial
staff to skew a publication one way or the other. However, to suppose that
the editorial staff of the college newspaper intentionally fill their viewpoints pages with militant liberalism as an attempt to oppress and demoralize we Republicans on campus is both odd and paranoid.
This is a viewpoints page and as such people are entitlted to their points
of view. If these points of view are liberal, conservative, harmless or
offensive then so be it most points of view are one or another of these
things. I'm a Republican, a moderate Republican to be sure, but I still
believe in small government and less interference in my life from governMy feeling is that if I don't trust congress or
ment I'm also
the government to be able to spend my money wisely then I sure as hell
don't trust them to be able to tell a women what to do with her body. I
getting government out of
always thought that was Republicanism
people's lives. Unfortunately the GOPas it stands now does not realize this
and so spends its time talking about the legislation of morality and choice
all the while preaching a hypocritical litany of "smaller government"
As you can see, I have a point of view as well. And we all do. But I think
we can learn from each other's viewpoints. For example, this election I
voted for Clinton because I'm one of those silly people who thinks that
qualifications and intelligence is more imporant in a leader than ideology
(especially in the case of the American two party system where neither
party presents a truly divergent philosophy from the other). One of my
great disdains of my own party has been the choosing of leaders solely on
the basis of popularity, televison persona, ideology, and personality. Very
little of the selection process involves competency. I may be Republican
but I don't think there has been a president from my party that I have been
proud of in this century and certainly not since Ike retired. As if Nixon and
Ford weren't bad enough, but Reagan and Bush? How many Republicans
would feel a lot better today if Jim Baker were running the show and Bush
was the secretary of State? I think you know what I mean. I understand
and sympathize with those Republicans who are tired of being slammed in
the press but one way to fight back is to nominate a ticket we can be proud
of. Look at 1988, the only reason Dukakis lost is because he was too
intellectual and was thus easy prey for Bush, Baker, and Atwater"s
drivel (furloughs, Pledge of Allegiance, etc.
campaign of
all issues which even the most routine scrutiny, reveals to be contrived and
in some cases downright false.)
So last election, as I said, I voted for Clinton because of his competency
investigators
and his character. (Yes I believe Bush lied to the
and so did Reagan). By reading the liberal columnists in this paper I was
able to learn about Clinton and it made me feel better to know a little more
about his policies. I knew he was intelligent and capable but by reading
the Voice and other larger newspapers I was able to reinforce my gut
feelings with actual facts. And though I might not have always agreed with
the liberal view of some issues, these columns made me think: why did I
disagree? What about these issues didn't I like? And so I was able to learn
a little bit more about my own views.
Likewise I was very impressed by Ryan Burgess's (among other's)
arguments to vote for B ush. I was not swayed, but I paid attention. I think
we tend to get so caught up in each others politics that we forget that we
have a lot to learn from other peoples' points of view. Mr. Burgess should
be commended for having the courage to come out every few weeks and
share his very valid opinions with the rest of us. I think that even those
people who disagree stongly (perhaps particularly those people who
disagree strongly) can learn something from him. Just as I have learned
from reading the liberal columns of Gina Bombaci or the Boston Globe and
and somewhat distasteful, columns by
from reading
Cal Thomas. We've got to read and to learn and to listen, not hear but
listen, without prejudice. And I'm not talking about George Michael, I'm
talking about George Will, George Bush, or even George Washington.
Listen without ideology, read without caring whether the author is black
to your
or white or Spanish or Japanese or Native American. ListenRepubliprofessors whether they be liberal or conservative. Democrat or
can. I'm nost saying blindly absorb all you hear and read, but critique the
message based on the message and do not discard or disregard an idea
simply because you may not like the person who thought it
I also feel too much is made, on both sides, about oppression. The left
claims (if you take Paula Rothenberg as a spokesperson, and I hope the left
doesn't) that oppression is a systematic and organized strategic tool by
white males to hold back all who would oppose them. On the other hand,
the right would have you believe that there is a liberal horde out there
prepared to brand and chain whip them for talking about their views. I
think both are paranoid and serve as excuses for not engaging in civil and
intelligent debate on the issues at hand. So when you read a piece in the
text or listen to your
Voice, or a section of Rothenberg, or your Poli-Sideology and try to
your
ego
and
your
away
put
professors and colleagues,
you will become
agree
but
may
not
You
side.
other
the
learn about
educated, and education, after all is what it is all about
Pro-Choic-

e.

anti-intellect- ual

Back in my day ...

over-glorificati-on

guest column

Iran-Cont- ra

ultra-conservati- ve,

ci

Oliver Yaboroworsla, sophomore
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S.W.A.M.M.P. creates vibes at Underground Deconstructing
I
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the politics
of art and entertainment
"Ifyou need a sticker to tell you that
you needlo guideyour child, you re
parent anyhow."
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I thought that after the election,
all this political crap would die down. I thought that after the first week
in November, the papers would stop talking about Bush and Clinton (and
Perot too) and go back to really important things. Things like whether

or not Woody Allen is a child molester. However, when I picked up
Wednesday's USA Today, I discovered just bow wrong I was. Don't get

me wrong, there was a big story on Ax Rose's trial, but as soon as I got
to the Money section, there it was; Politics, politics and more politics.
Specifically, a big article comparing Clinton to Kennedy. The crux of
the article was that many economic similarities exist between Clinton
and Kennedy. Perhaps, the article went on to say, the United Stales will
experience some economic growth.
That's great, but what the hell does it have to do with Arts and
Entertainment? Good Question. Not much (unless you take into
account that the record companies are raising the price of CDs to
$ 1 6.98). However. I think it's important to realize that while American
exports like cars and computers are losing foreign markets, American
culture exports are more popular than ever.
The British music festival that sparked Perry Ferrell into creating
Lollapalooza, the Reading Festival, took place in late August. The
reviews of it made Rolling Stone and Spin magazines not too long ago.
Who were the big draws there? Why, American alternative bands;
groups like Nirvana, Mudhoney. Ice-Smashing Pumpkins, and the
Beastie Boys. Only five of the twenty plus bands were from native soil.
Sinead O'Connor, in the news again because of this whole Pope thing,
(personally, I think a more effective protest would have been performing
Bob Dylan songs while wearing the really big. pointy Pope Hat. but hey.
that's just me) said in a recent Rolling Stone interview that she can't
stand England any longer because there's not enough Americana. Morrisey, that ubiquitous English whiner. recorded a song. Glamorous Clue, on his new album. Your Arsenal , with the lyrics, London is
deaa..We look to Los Angeles for the language we use"
Madonna caused a stir everywhere with her "scandalous' book and
those pictures.
My friend in the Army tells me that in Central American bars, they
play only American music The walls are decorated with American
pinups from the fifties, and kids who can't speak any English still sing
that Kriss Kross will make you jump. jump.
So what happens to the arts now that we have a new president? Will
NEA scandals still grab headlines? What happens when the PMRC has
a voice in the White House? Japan has banned the Madonna book, SEXM
from it's shores. The good people of Cincinnati (you probably remember them from the Mapplethorpe debacle) tried to have the same book
declared as obscene and banned from the city.
I hope that three years from now, there are even more American bands
at the Reading Festival. I hope that Madonna keeps pumping out her
stuff, whether or not I consider it art. I hope that ICE-- T and Sinead
record a song about killing everyone in the world v:hile wearing the
Pope Hat. I hope that Clinton takes heed to Perot's
advice to treat the Arts like a business and let the consumers decide if it
has merit or not
While ClintonGore are just peachy for the economy, I wonder what
they will do for art and culture here in the U.S. I have to admit that I get
chills when I think about Tipper Gore and her censorship agenda friends
being so close to the executive ear, banning records and other forms of
art, "to protect the children.'
T.

photo provided by SAB

Sound, Wisdom, and Many Musical Powers b not only an excellent description of this group's vibe but
stands for UteraDy and spiritually. The band who took this acronym for its
b also what S.W.A-M-M- J
name b more thaa just a group of guys who have a common interest hi reggae music Behind their
musical talents lies a concept based upon their spiritual beliefs. S.WXMMJ. describes their music as
a combination of
rhythms which b something one cannot merely write musically but
which has to be felt from the heart. S.W.A.MA1.P. will be performing Saturday night from 10 pan.
until 2 ajn. in the Underground. (S.WAJVLMJ. release.)
Afro-Jamaic- an

Choral Union to perform "Messiah"

Come and watch Billy Crystal
hit the trails on a
two-we-

ek

cattle drive in City Slickers
for $.50 at the Underground at
8 p.m. Or come and dance at
the Underground from 1 1 pjn.
to 2 a.m. Scot Lanes brings the
Red Pin Special! Win free
games from
pjn.
9--

11

Sa tar day November 21
Rock & RoU High School will
be rocking in Mateer at 7:30
pjn.. 10 pun. and at midnight
for Jl. Reggae at the Underground with the band
S.WJLM-M- J.
from 10 p.m.
to 2 ajn. at the Underground
for $.75. Scot Lanes hosts a
Midnight Special from 1 1 pjn.
to 1230 with free shoe rental.

-

George Frederic Handel's Messiah
on Sunday, November 22, 1992 at
8:15 in McGaw Chapel.
Messiah is one of the most popular
oratorios in the repertory and is
n
Handel's most
work. The work was composed in a
mere 24 da ys in 1 74 1 on a libretto by
Charles Jennens and given its first
performance in Dublin on April 13,
cer-lain- ly

well-know-

1742.

The oratorio was the musical form
for which Handel was to be best
remembered, and it was with the
creation of Messiah that he assured
his place in musical history. Oratorios are musical dramas similar to
operas except that they lack staging,
sets, and costumes. Therefore, the
dramatic effect of an oratorio is delineated wholly through the music.
The work consists of recitatives
and airs (performed by soloists) and
choruses. It is interesting to note
that Messiah is occupied with the
Christian idea of redemption and
Christ's betrayal and final triumph.
Unlike many oratorios, where the
soloists are actual characters in a
narrative, AfiriA employs its solo

in German and Music who is currently enrolled as a graduate student in German at Ohio State University; Dorma Janusko. Alto, adjunct voice faculty at the College of
Wooster. a frequent performer as
soloist in Ohio, and a member of the

Robert Page Singers; Stanley

Cornea, Tenor, voice faculty at the
Peabody Conservatory of Music in
Baltimore, and an extensive and
much-acclaim-

ed

solo-perform-

ed

er

singing with such groups as the
Oratorio Society of New York at
Carnegie HaH and with RobertShaw
in the Atlanta Symphony's performance ol Messiah; Theodor Duda,
Baritone, Assistant Professor of
Music at the College of Wooster
frequent solo performer as well as
composer having written over fifty
songs for voice and piano as well as
many other compositions. The
Wooster Choral Union is comprised
of both members of the community
and College of Wooster students.
The concert is free and open to the

public

afore-mention-

The College of Wooster
Gospel Choir
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Senior LS. Art Exhibit
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Friday November 20
AD Greek Happy Hour in the
Underground from 5 - 6:45 pjn.
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The Wooster Choral Union, under
the musical direction of Professor of
Music John Russell, win perform

ists as nameless commentators and
witnesses to the events that lead to
Christ's crucifixion. This makes the
work more of a philosophical contemplation than a story with a moral.
Soloists for the performance are:
Alicia CarterGreer,Soprano,a 1989
graduate of the College of Wooster
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band compromises music for the sake of theatrics
toting Ram bo.
by a machine-gu- n
In the punk anthem "Obey the
Cow God, a giant sacred cow plays
the role of a televangelist, convincing all of his followers mat "we live
in a country where 'there is no
McDonald's,- among other things.
Another noteworthy production is
the "Misadventures of S tman,"
the story of a sewer worker who falls
intoa vat of excrement only to emerge
as the newest if not most putrid superhero on the block. The video is
mentioned here only for the fact that
it may well be the most tasteless and
disgusting video ever made. Not
exactly tailor-mad- e
for the standards of MTV.
Other songvideo segments include "Trippin on XTC," a psychedelic trip for two Seattle dudes, one
of which looks and acts a lot like
Anthony Kiedis of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers; the humorous

i

in your head so thatyou're humming
it all day long.
Their musical and theatrical influences are quite evident as well in the
video. They have the stage presence

of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, the
theatrical verve of early KISS and

-

Sigue Sigue Sputnik and a musical
sound which can be attributed to the
likes of Nirvana, Suicidal Tendencies, Nine Inch Nails and almost any
thrash or heavy metal band you can
'
think of.
Unlike many of the popular bands
today. Green Jello realizes that they
are not to be taken seriously. Says
Marshall Staxx, the group's resident
guitar god, "We're just a slum with a
little facade in front of us that makes
people think, 'Oh wow, hip and hap-

pening'."
Since 1981, with the group's inception in Buffalo, New York, the
group has incorporated its gruesome
and hilarious costumes in its stage
shows to add to the spectacle of it all.
"We never have enough people to fit
in all the props, and we usually grab
people out of the audience and say,
'Hey, do you want to be a pig tonight?'" Sounds like the perfect
choice for Parent's Weekend enter
tainment next year.

masochism-meets-teenage-dance-club-f- est

of
"House Me Teenage Rave" and the
Bedrock setting of the Sex Pistols,
"Anarchy in the UJC," complete
with the chorus line, "I wanna be
Fred Flintstone!"
The group, which presently hails
from Los Angeles, consists of IS
members which are utilized as both
musicians and huinan. props.cpnv,
prised of a variety pi costumes and

Q

I
,

I

,

ZOO Entertainment photo

Green JeDo redefines the music industry by becoming the world's first video-on- ly
SHAWN PERRY
A & Editor
"Anybody can do anything if they
don't have anything else to do"
So speak the members of the band
Green Jello, hyped as the world's
band, and such is the
first video-onl- y
mentality of their video debut Cereal Killer. The fact that this group
has been signed by a record company without ever having to release
an album may be saying something
for the future of rock and pop music
as we know it
I first heard about the group after
reading a rather unflattering article
about them in Entertainment Weekly,

society's recognized pop cultural
bible. Using words such as "deter-

minedly unstick" and "definitely
dumb, I was immediately attracted
to the rave reviews the group was
getting and intended on finding out
for myself just what they were all
about. So I called Zoo Entertainment, the group's label ,and asked
about getting some information on
Green Jello.
Well, they in fact went one up on
me and sent me a copy of Cereal
Killer so that I could see for myself
exactly what Green Jello was. Without hesitation, I popped the tape into
my V.C.R. and prepared for the impending onslaught. Little did I know

what I was about to subject myelf to.
The group, plays extremely loud
and obnoxious music which provides
the soundtrack for a series of video
segments consisting of cheesy
special effects, cheap paper
mac he and rubber costumes and
sets that wouldn't
even be fit enough for a high school
stage play.
In addition, the music ianplayers
in the video displayed rather juvenile and immature behavior . They
are expressing a musical knowledge
low-budg-

et

poorly-construct- ed

of recycled and repetitious guitar

ranting and
riffs and
ravings of its numerous vocalists. In
summary Green Jello is a group
which displays extremely poor taste
in their videos and barely a hint of
musical talent and I enjoyed every
minute of it!
"We make music that is in bad
taste," according to Green Jello's
Moronic Dictator.one of the group's
many characters. "Without the visuals the music is completely worthless." Yet, with that in mind, the
video segments are fxighteningly
original and thoroughly (if not morbidly) entertaining while effectively
capturing the band's rampaging
humor. Green Jello also
introduces a host of hilarious and
disturbing characters such as Toucan Son--of --Sam, S tman,CowGod
non-sensic-

personas. Even though the band
heartily admits to not having any
musical talent, they can get a good
groove going such as in the blistering punk feel of "Obey the Cow
God" and the simplistic yet catchy
"Rock & Roll Pumpkin." Their pop
sensibilities are such that they can
create that annoying feeling of having one of these absurd songs stuck

al

one-of-a-ki- nd

band.

and Sadistica, all of whom are used
to demonstrate their apparent visual
wetrdness.
The video itself plays like a series
of short demented skits interspersing Claymation, animation and live
action throughout while supported
by music with a heavy metalgrunge
rock tinge to it
The title track "Cereal Killer" finds
the
mascot for Froot
Loops, referred to here as Toucan
Son of Sam, on a murderous rampage through Cereal Land killing off
the other sickeningly cute and innocent cereal characters such as the
Trix rabbit. Lucky the Leprechaun
and Captain Crunch, not to mention
brutally beheading Snap, Crackle and
Pop. You certainly won't see this on
Saturday morning television.
"The Three Little Pigs," my personal favorite, uses Claymation tech-

-

1

won't say that Green JeUfthas

creaiew
music ana
video production. That would go
against the band's motto, "We suck! "
While the music and video content
leave little to be desired, the strange
and disturbing creations which they
have concocted along with the nerve
to actually release this material to
the public, make for an interesting, if
not nauseating, experience.
in

Dance Co. performs concert
LI2STARUCH

Special to the Voice
After vocalizing their concern over recent position Cuts, the
Wooster Dance Company wBl present new student- - and
works this weekend during tb Fall Dance Concert.
Jn
It VfiU be held November 1 20 and 21 beginning at 8;15 pro
Freedlander Theatre. Tickets are required toe the event, ;
Diversity describes the tone of the concert.
works raage from Tchaikovsky Bach, and Barber to tbe
contemporary sounds of Rave and Vollenweider, There is also an
con go score performed live. Madelon
d
original
Tieman, a dance and sociology major, will present part of her 1
exploring the progression from ballet to modern dance, ,
' Tbecompanywia bejoined by guestartistNick Carlisle. Carlisle
was born and raised in Cleveland and graduated is 19$4 with a '
BJF-fat Dance from Ob to University He has been dancing with :
the Tom Evert Dance Company in Cleveland for seven years, in ;
addition to teaching at both Lakeland and Cuyahoga Community
V- ;C ' y
IColteges.'
f- ,
,?''.,
He will be premiering a solo work entitled "Blue Collar Shift to,
an original score composed specifically for thli piece, Tbe mask
was composed by Glen Tarachow, a member of the Cleveland
Ballet. In addition to performing in tbe concert Carlisle taught a
master class ott Thursday November 19 in the dance studio. The
class was funded by SGA and open to aS studentsThe Wooster
;
Dance Company is open to all students on Woosler's campus.
Its aim is to not only givestndentsan opportunity to perform and ;
choreograph but also to enlighten those who do not necessarily
dance, bat enjoy watching it.
faculty-choreograph-

ever-popul-ar

niques and a Beastie Boys-styl- e
heavy metal rap to tell the popular
story with a strange and different
twist One of the pigs is a country
hick turned rock star, one "spends
most of his day just Ganga smokin'"
and the other is a successful nerdy
type who lives in the Hollywood
Hills. After the heavy metal, leather
jacketed Big Bad Wolf goes through
the routine of blowing down the
pig's houses, his visit to the last
pig's house is met with opposition

r-

a-laoamarK.-

Video-on- ly

Student-choreograph-

ed

ed

student-compose-
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Where's the
talent in that?
"rt
I recently had the pleasure of attending the Luso House talent show.
For those of you who are not normally
familiar with the arts and entertainment on the CoDege of Wooster carn-pu- s,
I decided this would be an excellent opportunity to go "under cover"
and take an "inside look" into what
happens in this type of event.
The first band that came on was
called Caterpillar leapfrog, and they
seemed to be sort of a
band with a reggae
influence. Their first song. To heat
your house with wood" was a smashing stress. After they played that
song, both members of the audience
took to their feet and wouldn't sit back
down until the beer they spilled on
their chairs was cleaned off.
Next the now notorious band Lint
Farm took the stage. Featuring their
rhythm section, known to insiders as
"Airtight'", Lint Farm launched into a
steamy version of what was either
"Cactus" by the Pixies, or a thrash
version of Mozart's Requiem.
trey played whet was by jornc,
accounts a ballad, and by some accounts a folk song. The "song" was
apparently called "It's time to find
out." And it chronicled the lead
singer's attempts to come to rest with
Kant's Phenomenon and Noumena
distinction in this ever changing world
of confusion and pain. Several members of the audience actually cried,
but that could have just been the mace.
The third song Lint Farm played
added a new element to this already
diverse band as the lead singer took
out a harmonica and handed the sing-in- g
duties to the guitarist,Zach. It was
obvious from the reaction of the audience that this was a moving song.
Most of them were so moved they
actually covered their ears.
After that last tune. Lint Farm, despite numerous calls from no more
than one audience member for an
encore left the stage saying."We don't
know any more songs." In an exclusive interview after the performance
with the lead singer, I heard him say,
"Yeah, like I know how to play the
harmonica." I think we can all agree.
The last part of the talent show
came as quite a surprise to many of
those in attendance. The program
said that the next group was "Those
Dancing Fools" but it came as a shock
to everyone when the Educational
Policy Committee came on stage.each
one wearing a pink tutu. They immediately broke into a long ballet number show casing the legs of Political
Science guru Mark Weaver.
Fortunately the night ended happily when the members of the EPC
came into the audience and offered
free lessons on how to Lambada. So
all those in attendance danced "the
forbidden dance" until the wee hours
of the night.
Mope-Funk-Thrash-BI-
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women's basketball

Fighting Scots ready for season Hunt athlete of the week
--
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This week's athlete of the week is
Marcy Hunt, a member of the
women's soccer team, indoor and
outdoor track teams.
"You rarely see Marcy not smiling," claimed one of her teammates.
She even continued smiling while
d
soccer
walking to a
field for practice a few weeks ago.
A junior from Bay Village, this
fall Hunt was a regular starter this
season at right fullback for the soccer team. For the past two years she
has been more of an offensive soccer
player but this year, she has made the
switch to defense.
This year has been a big change,
but I really enjoy the challenge,"
commented Hunt "It is difficult
being the last line of defense on the
field."
In looking at this year's season
which included an invitation to nationals, Hunt described it as "a huge
roller coaster."
"We started off very strong," said
Hunt "Then we hit a big hole in the
middle of the season and pulled it
back together by the end."

.

i
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photo by PAUL BORDEN

The Fighting Scot women's basketball team hopes to better last year's 20-- 7 performance. The team was
picked to finish third in the conference. From left to right, coach Chris Hart, and senior triaptians
.
Lisa Cabot, LaSonya Crawl and Tammy Berger.

She has very definite team goals
for next soccer season which include
winning back the conference title'
(which was lost to Denison) and
getting another national bid.
When asked to talk about die differences between soccer and track.
Hunt said that they were hard to
compare.
MI definitely get more nervous

cer.
Asapsychology major. Hunt plans

to study clinical and sports

pyschology for women later on. She
eventually hopes to have a career
which will improve women's athletics at the collegiate or Olympic level.

SPORTS SHORTS
ers having pulled down an average

MKE HOUSEHOLDER

of 9.8 rebounds per game last

Assistant Sports Editor

sea-

son.

The Fighting Scot women's basyet anketball team is set to tip-oother season. Last year, Wooster
posted an impressive 20--7 overall
mark and advanced to the semi-f- inais ui uc nana
auikw
Conference Tournament before losing to eventual champions Ohio
Wesleyan.
Seventh-yehead coach Chris
ff

ar

Hart's Scots have lost six

Another significant part to this
team is junior Bridget Smoot, who
averaged 13.6 points and 8.2 rebounds per contest last year. Although Smoot is primarily a post
player, her versatility allows her to
also play on the perimeter.
Other returning letterwinners from

last year's squad include junior
Aimee Petroshus and sophomores
Christy An tie, Jen Miller, and Amy

ktterwinners and two starters from
last year's club, but they return eight
letterwinners and three starters.
Two of the best players in Wooster
women's basketball history, Christy
Evans and Coretta Jones have been
lost, but in their absence, senior captains Tammy Berger, Lisa Cabot,
and LaSonya Crawl will do their
best to fill the void.
The chances are that we'll be
competitive again this year," said

She garnered a reputation
aggressive player
last season as she averaged three
points and three rebounds per con-

Hart.

test

--

Berger, also a standout on the
women's soccer team, should contribute greatly to the success of the
1992-199- 3
Scots. Her athletic ability as well as her versatility are
Berger's chief assets. She led the
team in steals last season with 67 and
posted 5.4 points and 2.6 rebounds
per game.
Cabot, who was the first player off
the bench last season, will be asked
to contribute as a starter on this year's
team. Last year she appeared in all
of the team s 27 games and added

4.8 points and 2.9 rebounds per game.
Crawl is second among returning
players in scoring as she registered
an impressive 13.5 points per game,
and she is first among returning play

Emmons.

Petroshus appeared in 23 of the
team's 27 games last season and led

the team in three-poi-

shooting

nt

per-

centage at 60 percent
Antic, at 51 0", is akey post player
for the Scots. She played in 20
games last year, the most of any
(6-of-1-

first-yea-

as a

0).

r.

hard-nose- d,

After seeing action in 12 games
for the Scots last season. Miller

worked very hard in the
and is impressing many of those
close to the program. Miller, who
averaged 13 points and 1.8 rebounds
a game last year hopes to fill in the
backcourt which was left vacant by
the loss of Evans, now an assistant
with the team, and Jones.
scrapEmmons, a
ping competitor, will be returning
from a first year that saw her appear
in 14 games. She averaged 1.1 points
and 1.4 rebounds per contest.
The Fighting Scots also expect to
receive contributions from newcomSusan
ers to the team. First-yeaSnipes, Sara Montie, Carina Taylor,
off-seas- on

hard-workin-

g,

rs

and Julie Paolano should all see time
this season. Snipes may be called
upon to start at point.
"We have a strong in coming class
which should help us out a lot this
year," said Miller
Wooster, which outscored its opper game last seaponents 70.5-57son, looks to repeat that sort of dominance in this year's campaign.
Despite compiling an impressive
12-- 4
conference mark last year, the
Scots finished third, because of the
dominance of Ohio Wesleyan and

Basketball Times magazine has ranked The
Fighting Scot men's basketball team 10th in Division Three.

.0

Sophomore guard Jeff Hamilton is the son of
Bob Hamilton, who coached Steve Moore
(Wooster's current head coach) at Wittenberg

Wittenberg, which both had 15-- 1
conference marks. The Scots begin

The next men and women's swimming meet is
tomorrow at Allegheny.

season at home
the 1992-199- 3
against Urbana on Wednesday, No23.
vember
-Wittenberg is the toughest conference team we are going to face
this season," Miller said.
Hartfinished,"We

return five

of

our top seven from last year, but our

guards will be young. We lost six
),
seniors, but we brought in six
so we had another good recruiting year. We need consistent
play from our top players to be suc(first-years-

cessful."

SCOT NOTES: The Fighting
Scots have been picked as the preseason number three team in the

Coast

North

Athletic

Coach Hart needs
nine wins for one hundred career
The Fighting
coaching victories
Conference
Scots are

4-- 2

in season openers

un- -

der Hart......The Fighting Scots
posted an 11-- 5 home record in
last
Gymanisium
Timken
year .The Scots willcompete in
the Nazareth Tournament, which fea-

tures Nazareth, Clarkson, and
Wheaton (Massachussetts), on December 5 and 6.

$$$$ GREAT MONEY

POTENTIAL

SELL

CUSTOM-DESIGNET-SHIR-

D

TS

ON CAMPUS. FOR
MORE INFO
CALL JEFF AT:
1-800-736-6827

be-

fore a track meet," she claimed.
"When I'm running track, it is only
me out there. There is no one else to
depend on. I really like the feeling of
family on the soccer team, but I also
like the individuality of running
track."
In addition to her significant contributions in her two sports. Hunt has
been pasionately dedicated to improving women's athletics as a whole
on this campus. Hunt has been an
active member of WAA for the past
two years and is a current club offi-

J.
The College of Wooster
All-Camp- us

Badminton
Tournament
Sponsored by
The Badminton Club
Saturday-Sunda- y,

Dec

5--

6

P.E.C.
Entry Fee $5
or
Contact Hitesh at
information
for
Box
X-32- 39

C-28- 90
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cross country

cross country mrps

Spaulding and Kiss lead Scot runners
four years here at Wooster," said Kiss.

BRYAN KOEPP
Staff Writer

T uhink the turning rxjuufcir me this

1
-

The Voice has chosen most valuable runner from both the men's and
women's cross country teams.
The male runner of the year is the
man the men's cross country team
looked to in the clutch. That person is
junior Wheeler Spaulding.
Spaulding, a native of Tacoma,
Washington, had an outstanding season. He was consistently the Fighting
Scots' best performer.
Season highlights include a strong
performance at the
eighth place finish at the
NCAC Championships, netting him
honors,
second team
an individual regional berth and a
22nd place finish at the Great Lakes
Regional Meet. He finished the season as the teams number one runner.
"Wheeler, through hard work and
desire, can and will be a national-calibrunner. I look for him to make
the jump next season. He had a superb
season," commented fourth year head
r.
coach Dermis Rice about his top
Cham-pionships,-

All-Oh- io

an

.i

run-ne-

"My racing philosophy is very
simple." says Spaulding. "I run as
hard as I can, as fast as I can and as
long as 1 can, until I blow up."
and desire
Leadership,
are just a few words that describe
Carolyn Kiss, the Voice's choice as
hard-wor- k,

All-Oh- io

This creek's
photo by NEWS SERVICES

all-confere- nce

er

meet. I
season was at the
believe I ran the best race of my
collegiate career and left the course at
Ohio Wesley an that day with great
satisfaction. I think consistency, no
injuries and being better focused for a
positive outcome."
Part of that positive outcome is
being our female runner of the year.
Kiss was also named one of the captains for the 93 track squad.

Junior Wheeler Spaulding is the
Scots top cross country runner.
female runner of the year.
Kiss, a senior, led the women's
y
team into competition
each week with competitive fire and
leadership.
Season highlights include a top 1 00
Championships
finish at the
and clutch performances in the GLCA
and NCAC championships.
cross-countr-

All-Oh- io

Coach Dennis Rice says,
"Carolyn's leadership and great attitude helped us greatly this season.

Shehadageatseason., -

T liked this year greatly, especially

our learn, because Ithought we were
the closest team

I've ran with in my

Who holds the world record
for the long Jump?

Answers to the Sports Challenge
should be phoned into the Voice office, ext. 2598. The first person to call
in wi th the correct answer will receive
five dollars. Senior Kevin Bamrick
won the November 3 Sports Challenge with a correct response of Harry
Truman. Sophomore Peter Hahn won
the November 6 Sports Challenge by
correctly mdentifying' Paul Coffey.
There was no winner last week as no
one identified Frn Tfcenion.

Moved from downtown location...

CIA SSIC IMPORTS
Selling tapestries, jewelry, pants, scarves, doll dresses

Bright
Futures
Spaulding finishes
22ndin GreatLakes
Regional Meet
BRYAN KOEPP
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot men's cross
country team was represented by
two runners at the Great Lakes Regional ChamDionshiD Meet at Albion
College in Adrian, Michigan last
Saturday.
Junior Wheeler Spaulding and
sophomore Paul Kinney qualified
for the meet two weeks earlier at the
NCAC Cross Country Champion
ships.
While neither runner finished high
enough to qualify for nationals, both
have next season to look forward to.
And in the case of Kinney, he has the
next two years.
Spaulding finished 22nd and
within striking distance oi a national
berth as a junior.
"Wheeler has tremendous abil
ity, and through hard training in the
next year ne can become a national
qualifier. He had a superb season,"
commented head coach Dennis Rice.
Kinney, making his second regional appearance in as many seasons at Wooster, finished in 57th
place.
"Paul has been a great asset to our
team this year, and I look for him to
continue to make thejnimp upward
in '93. He will be a big piece to the
puzzle in 1993." added Rice.
The cross country season has now
come to an end. The indoor track
season will begin its schedule on
January 15, 1993 at Oberlin

(Hi
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2nd Time Around
551 East North

St

(EastofBeall)

at wholesale prices1.t

All types of clothing
gifts, silk floral

arrangemens, jewelry '
Open 10:00 a.m.

In Wooster...

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING:

262-527-

New Address:
2018 Great 1

7

Dr.

Earn $2000month
world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Cam bean,
etc) No experience
necessary. For employment program information
ext.
call
,, (33(8 v
1-206-6-

34-0468

(behind the EconoLxxige on RL 30...call for directions)
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P)igskin
icks
Last week,the person known only
as "Human" was the only prognosti-catwho correctly picked all three
winners. Both Peter "The Man"
James and Mike "the Sports Czar"
Householder posted 1 records.
This week, the three prognostica-tor- s
will predict the outcomes of the
following three NFL contests: Inor

2--

dianapolis Colts at Pittsburgh

Steelers, Cleveland Browns at Minnesota Vikings, and Houston Oilers
at Miami Dolphins.
"The Man":Colts 19. Steelers 18.
The Steelers are the superior team in
every facet of the game. The Colts
are minus their two star rookie defensive players in Coryatt and
Emtman. Their starting quarterback
is hurt and not playing. The Steelers
are starting backup Bubby Blister.
Enough said. Vikings 20, Browns
10. After being shut down offensively by the Oilers last Sunday expect the Vikings to break out this
week. It is hard to imagine Minnesota losing two straight games at
home. Then again they are playing
the most unpredictable team in football. Oilers 24, Dolphins 21. The
Dolphins will still be reeling from
Monday night's loss to the Bills.
Houston won maybe the biggest
game in their history last week
against Minnesota. The Cody
Carlson era in Houston has begun.
The Dolphins are not as strong as
their reputation.
"The Sports Czar": Steelers 21,
Colts 7. Bubby Blister was never a
strong quarterback, but his career is
at its lowest point. Luckily, all he
needs to do is hand the ball off to
Barry Foster and let him wreak havoc
on the depleted Colts defense. Vikings 28, Browns 10. Minnesota
will not take kindly to last week's
loss to the Oilers. The Browns have
been a .500 team all season but this
week we will see the real Cleveland
Browns. The offense is very weak
and the defense will finally break.
Dolphins 24, Oilers 16. Cody
Carlson is a good backup as far as
NFL standards, but he and the Oilers
are no match for Dan Marino and
company in Miami
"Human": Steelers 24, Colts 10.
Neil O' Donne 11 takes a well
vetBubby
rest and seven-yeBlister takes the reigns of this power
offense. The Colts' defense minus
heart and soul Coryatt and Emtman
are swiss cheese at best. Two words
for this mismatch: "Bubs--A way."
Vikings 17, Browns 9. Minnesota's
lightning fast defense will prove too
much for Cleveland's three yards
and a cloud of dust offense. While
the Vikings offense is nothing to
write home about, they will still put
on the board against the
Eants
rowns. Dolphins 24, Oilers 21.
Miami, enraged by their mistake-pron- e
performance on Monday night
against the Bills, will rise above the
Oilers, minus star quarterback Warren Moon. Cody Carlson will come
close, but Houston never gets the job
-d- eserved

ar

done.
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football mvp's

Scots take one on chin Marcinek and Ramsier stellar in final seasons
down note

football season ends on

run with no time remaining in the

first period and a PAT put the score
at 15-- after one.
The Scots still had life in them as
they received the ball at the beginning of the second half, but it all
went downhill from there. '
Wooster could not score, but Defiance had little difficulty in that
department. They poured in four
second-perio- d
touchdowns. The
teams went to the locker rooms at the
half with Defiance leading 42-The second half was not any kinder
to Wooster. Defiance added three
more touchdowns to complete the
scoring.
This game did not leave a good
taste in our mouths. It was a complete disaster and a very discouraging experience," commented Tucker
after the game.
Sadly for the Scots, the seniors on
the squad had to end their careers in
this game.
Seniorquarterback John Ramsier
had a forgettable performance, completing four of 17 passes for 23 yards
with three interceptions, and he was
sacked four times.
quarterback Jim
When first-ye0

The Fighting Scot football team
season on a
ended its up
very down note, losing to Defiance
-a- nd-down

62-- 0.

Wooster was outplayed in every
facet of the game in finishing up its
overall mark and
season with a
record in the North Coast Athletic Conference.
head
Quite simply, eighth-yecoach Bob Tucker's Scots were
blown off the playing field point-wis- e
and statistically.
Defiance crushed the Scots in first
rushing yards (337-20- ),
downs (18-4and avertotal yards (409-30- )
The
age gain per play (6.01-.54- ).
Yellow Jackets also took advantage
of six Wooster turnovers (three
fumbles and three interceptions) in
the contest
"We didn't compete. We didn't
carry the focus or the competitiveness into the game," said Tucker.
Defiance utilized a dominating
rushing game to beat up on the Scots'
defense. Yellow Jacket running back
Von Cummings accounted for 30 of
the team's 62 points as he ran forfive
3-6- -1

2-4- -1

ar

),

touchdowns.
The Yellow Jackets also employed

an impenetrable defensive front
which stymied the Scot offense all
day long.
Junior tailback Eric Robinson,
who ran for 460 yards combined in
his last two outings was held to a
measly 13 yards on nine attempts
against Defiance.
All in all, the Yellow Jacket defense forced six turnovers, held
Wooster to --20 yards rushing and 30
total offensive yards and allowed a
mere four first downs, two of which
came as a result of penalties.
The scoring began early as Yellow Jacket Sammy Williams took a .
punter Tim '
punt from first-yeGargasz and ran it back 76 yards for
the score.
conversion put DefiA
0
up
at the 5:54 mark of
ance
quarter number one. A Cummings
ar

two-poi- nt

8--

For their efforts on the gridiron
this fall, the Voice sports editors
have decided to name senior quarterback John Ramsier and senior
linebacker John Marcinek
of the Year forthe 1992 Fighting
Scot football team.
In our opinion, these two

run-orient- ed

co-Play- ers

co-ca- p-

ar

Smucker replaced Ramsier,' a
gliirrpseof the future of Scotfootball

may have been realized. Smucker
hit on four of eight passing attempts
for 27 yards.
"Although I'm highly disappointed in the outcome of this last
game, all in all the season had its
disappointing and bright moments,"
Tucker said. Tersonally, Til restretch we had
member the
when we showed we could be a
sound football team. This team was
composed of a great group of kids
who made a lot of personal sacrifices to play for us, particularly play3-1- -1

--

ing wiih injury.
SCOT NOTES:

Graduating

se-

niors:, .wide, receiver Eugene
OePasq'oale.place kicker Peter
Eyestone, tight end Trevor Gamer,
offensive tackle Dan Hansen, linebacker John Marcinek, quarterback
John Ramsier and linebacker Jeff
Smith.

Wooster's newest and best tanning
7 Sunquest Wolff bedsDiamond sun bulbs
Wooster's only face tanners

Lotions; 262 -- 1827
j WHOLESALE DIVISION: Beds,

broken up. His tackle total for mis
in the
season ranks second
Wooster record books.
For his career, Marcinek has recorded 363 tackles, four interceptions, eight tackles for a loss and six
passes broken up.
His career tackle total also ranks
second in Wooster football history.
Also, Marcinek was named Honorable Mention in the NCAC last sea- all-ti-

me

touchdown passes (16), passes inter-

cepted (20), total offense (1856) and
passing yards (2036).
"He (Ramsier) was our coach on
the field this season. His game intelligence is his strength. He is mentally tough and makes the right calls
on the field as far as audibles and
checking off goes. He possesses a
great deal of savvy on the field as
well as great leadership ability. He
also has a quick, strong release. He
has been more effective than any
quarterback ever at Wooster in taking the offense down the field and
scoring," commented head coach
Bob Tucker.
Marcinek, a 5' 10" 185 pounder
from Randolph, New Jersey, is a
four-yeletterwinner in football as
well as an outstaying performer .on
the men's lacrosse team.- He began
his Scot football career as a running
y
his
back. He also played
sophomore year, until it was realized
to defense
that he was better-suite- d
alone. This season, Marcinek was
the most solid and consistent defensive performer this season. He registered 139 tackles, one fumble recovery, two interceptions and two passes

0.

i-

photo by NEWS SERVICES

Senior quarterback John
Ramsier set seven Scot passing
;
records thb past season. .

ar

tains were the
ponents to this year's squad.

Ramsier,a6'(r

photo by NEWS SERVICES

John Mardnek's 139 tackles this
season place him second on the all-ti,
Wooster. list,,

two-wa-

175 pounder from

Rittman High School in Rittman,
letterwinner in
Ohio, is a three-yefootball as well as a tremendous
pitcher for the Scot baseball team.
The quarterback position never
ar

missed a beat when Ramsier stepped

son.

"He (Marcinek) is a fiery competitor.. He is positive and enthusiastic.

There is an internal mechanism,
which makes him go. He is an
outstanding athlete with great versatility and is one of the better defensive players in Wooster history,"
said Tucker.

Sports Notice

In the October 1 6 issue of the Voice,
the Sports Editors printed an interview with ports journalist Ralph
Wiky, m which he stated that wide
receiver Roghib Ismail would play for
die Los Angeles Raiders by the end of
the current NFL season. Last Sunday
on NBCs NFL Live program. Will
McDonough provided the very same
information. It should be noted that
the Voice and not NBC broke this
story first to the public
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up to take the vacant position following the graduation of Vic Rowcliffe
92.
Not only did the quarterback position not miss a beat, nearly every
single-seaso- n
passing record was
toppled by Ramsier. This season, the
Scots took to
usually
the air in prolific fashion. Ramsier
marks for passes
set single-seaso-n
attempted (309), passes completed
(176), completion percentage (.570),
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men's basketball

Scots hit hardwood in defense of crown
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor

men's basketball
The 1992-199- 3
team is prepared to take to the hardwood once again. This year's team
has its work cut out for it as it attempts to better last year's 26-- 3 overall record.
That would have been difficult
enough without the loss of Erich
Riebe and Stan Aukamp, the numWooster
bers three and five
all-ti-

:

"?--

r

)

W.V:

.,rA

IVa

I

me

However,

scorers respectively.

head coach S teve Moore's
six
Fighting Scots believe that they have
all the tools to build on last year's
th-ye-

ar

achievements despite the loss of
Riebe and Aukamp.
The team returns with three start-

1

ers and five leoerwinners from last
year's team, which won the North
Coast Athletic Conference regular
season title for the fourth consecutive season. That team also won the
tournament for
NCAC
the first time, made a second consecutive appearance in the NCAA
Division III tournament, and set a
school record for most victories in a

(

post-seas-

Moore.
3
Leading the way for the
Scots are three returning starters: senior and captain Brian
B uchanan, junior Doug Me inert, and
sophomore Scott Meech all garnered
1992-199-

--

cross country

men - Spaukling, 22nd
Kinney, 57th

football
Defiance d. Woosicr 62-- 0

1

(pXi(o)Qfsto(oj:r

"Gutless, mentaDy weak
kick-o- ff
man
in the league."

and the worst

Chicago Bears placekicker
Kevin Butler repeating what
coach Mike Ditka said to him
during the Bears 20-- J 7 loss to
Tampa Bay.
(USA Today, 1 11692)

"SperUwriters

doa't

kBowaaythiag. That's why
players doa't talk to them.
O J. Simpson

of NFL Live

after a comment by Will

McDonough, who writes for
the Boston Globe.
(USA Today 111692)

honors last season for their
efforts. Also, returning leoerwinners
Mike Morgan, a junior, and sophomore Doug Cline will be expected to
step up and contribute greatly to this
year's squad.
"We have to be a better team defensively this season. We have some
big shoes to fill with the loss of Erich
Riebe and Stan Aukamp. We're
very excited about this team," commented Moore.
Buchanan, a 64" forward and the
lone senior on the team, is known as
one of the greatest defenders in
Wooster basketball history. Beginning with his first year and continuing through this season, Buchanan
has been assigned the opposition's
best offensive player to guard before
each game, and he has proven time
and again to be up to the challenge.
all-NC-

"I

on

season.
"We have high expectations for
this year's club. We have a chance
to be a fine basketball team," says

ij$djci fur to

,

AC

photo by PAUL BORDEN

The Fighting Scot men's basketball team are the defending NCAC champions. The Scots are favored to win
again this season. Here is this years starting lineup: (left to right) coach Steve More, forward Scott Meech,
guard Mike Morgan, forward Doug Meinen, guard Brian Buchanan, center Doug Kline.
Each year, Buchanan has improved
his offense. Last year was his most
productive, as be added 10.2 points
per game and pulled down 3.9 rebounds per game.
"Brian Buchanan will anchor our
defense. He has assumed the leadership role for this team," said Moore.
Meinen, a 65" guard, looks to
improve on last year's outstanding
performance in which he led the
team in rebounding with an average
of 6.6 per game, led the team in
assists wi th 3.9 per game, also topped
the team in steals with 39, and averaged 1 1 Jb points per game. In addition , Meinen shot 50 percent from
the field.47 percent from three-poiland, and hit on 73 percent from the
w
line. With the loss of
Riebe and Aukamp, Meinen may
very well be looked upon to be a
primary scoring asset
Meech, a 65" forward, started all
29 games in his inaugural season for
the Scots. He shot 59 percent from
the field, the fifth best percentage for
a season in Wooster history. He
averaged 9.4 points and 53 rebounds
per game and was a key contributor
to the Scots' unprecedented success.
nt

free-thro-

Meech will again be expected to
again be a key contributor on offense and on the glass.
Morgan, 59", will be expected to
fill in this season at point guard in the
absence of Riebe. His improvement
and growth were keys to Wooster's
success last year. He provided stability and an ability to run the Scot
offense admirably, which is exactly
what he will be asked to do this year.

Although be only averaged

23 points

per game last season, he has great
shooting range, and he is known to
hit three-poi- n
ten in clutch situations.
In addition to running the Scot offense, Morgan will be called upon to
score more this season.
Said Moore,"Mike Morgan is very
capaWe of filling in at the point guard
position."
Cline, a 65" forward, along with
Morgan, will be asked to fill a big set
of shoes, metaphorically and literally. Morgan will be asked to take
over for Riebe while Cline will be
asked to replace the inside scoring
and rebounding for which Aukamp
was known. Last season, Cline averaged 8.2 points and 52. rebounds
per game. Making that even more

impressive is the fact that he only
played an average of 20 minutes per
contest.
Also expected to contribute to this
year's effort are 5' 11" sophomore
guard Kris Mallarnee, 66" sophomore forward Jason Zerger, and 66"
first-ye-

ar

center Matt Miles.

Mallarnee is expected to fill in at
point guard when Morgan is resting.
Zerger will most likely be the first
post man off the bench. Miles will
also see time of the bench at a post
position.
"Mallarnee, Zerger, and Miles
could be key players in determining
our success this season," stated
Moore.
SCOT NOTES: Moore has the
highest winning percentage (.754
104-3in Wooster basketball
Wooster's overall win
history
total of 1085 puts it third on the
list of victories in Division m
behind Wittenberg (1213) and IlliWooster
nois Wesleyan (1101)
has compiled a 26-- 1 conference mark
In 92 years
the past two seasons
ofWooster basketball, only 24 teams
have failed to go .500 or better for a
4)

all-ti-

me

season.

Soccer standout iNamwaii saved nis nest tor last

PETER JAMES
Sports Editor

As a

three-ti- me

All-Confere-

nce

NCAC Defenselection, a
sive Player of the Year and a two time
two-tim-

AU-Americ-

an,

e

senior Mphatso

Namwali had already established himself as one of the best soccer players
ever to play at Wooster. But this, his
fourth and final season with the Fighting Scots, was Nam wall's best yet
He is unquestionably the Voice's
choice as men's soccer player of the
year.
Namwali scored an incredible 16

goals to go along with eight assists.
He had 1 1 more goals than his nearest
teammate, senior Galen Avgerinos.
The 16 goals he totaled this season
placed Namwali fourth on Wooster's
list with 33, and his eight
assists put him second with 20.
What made his accomplishments
even more remarkable is thatNamwali
is a defender. Butas Namwali said, "I
start on defense, but I will play all
positions." If the Scots needed a goal,
coach Bob Nye would not hesitate to
move Namwali up to forward.
Part of the reason for his success
this season is that Nam wali knew this
all-ti-

me

was his last season playing soccer at
Wooster. During his three previous
years Namwali did linle training in
He is not very fond of
the
working out indoors in a gym. "I do
not like the gym. I do not mean that
working out in a gym is a waste of
time. I get in shape on the field. Not
enough space in a gym." But he
worked hard this past summer knowing that this season was his last
Namwali is from Liwonde,Malawi
He heard about Wooster through his
professional club coach back home,
who was a Wooster graduate in 1974.
Namwali chose Wooster ahead of
off-seaso- n.

other schools he was looking at

be-

cause they recruited him more heavily.
Nam wali started raying soccer at a
young age, but did not begin playing
cornpetitivery until his senior year in
high school. After graduating from
high school he played three years for
team before attending
a club semi-pr- o
Wooster. Once he has graduated,
Namwali hopes to find a job related to
his major, international relations. He
is alsoapplyingforpiofessional league
teams in Europe and South America.
If he is successful in both of these
endeavors, Namwali plans on taking
the job overplaying soccer.
-
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